Abstract: The huge of our world, from the first civilization was existed in many parts of our blue planet, and two civilizations arose in Asia, Laos is a little-known hinterland of the world, where in between Indus and Yellow Rivers civilization, the ancestors of Lao people who lives in vary locations, also in mainland extended to southern of China, those of them lives together as a tribe, then developed to the big communities, sometimes met wars of invasions from neighboring powers, migrated and moved to resettle near the Mekong River Valleys, until near the end of Khmer civilization, Lao people in ancient time has built the ancient kingdom for ruled themselves, protected, and developed up to the present-day.

Therefore, the purpose of my research was to explore the radical of beginning, background, and existing on Laos state since ancient time up to the present. The research operation was conducted by reviews, scrutiny, and comparison rationally to various data from other sources which related on Laos since existed, declined, and developments of Laos (inclusively), but focal point interests is the Heroic King’s Administration, governments’ polity, characteristics, and model of public administration system, structure of governments, Ministry, Organizations, Authority, Agency, Central organizations, (and some local authorities), which was used (applied for) into the practice or implementation, and also paralleled relatively with neighboring countries.

This paper divides into 3 chapters after introduction, begins with Laos in general; history of Laos in brief; during turmoil; kingdom of Laos; civil war; Laos after revolution; Laos in present-day; and conclusion.
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Introduction

Laos has long-history since ancient time, traces its history of neighboring countries (China, Burma or Myanmar, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam), there is no doubt or no surprises to academic opinion differs about the origin of the various tribes. Anyway, Laos was once of the ancient state, rulers by Laotians, since before Anno Domini, when Aiy-Lao (Lao), Tai, etc. started migrated to explored the new territory, avoids invasion, and begin the new life with a sophisticated heritage which descendant from their ancestors which was pass many generations. After migrated from the north to the present-day location of Laos, they settled in the valleys, lowlands, and near rivers to lives with the aborigine’s people.

The new comers acquire sufficient unity to establish nascent states, communities, and cities for a long time, until 1353 when the King Fa Ngum founded the Kingdom of Lan Xang (existed from the 14th to the 18th century) with full of great success, protects, and develops into powerful of independent monarch until end of 18th century it was split into 3 kingdoms Luang Prabang, Champasak, and Vientiane, and more sore when those kingdoms was annexed to the feudalism nearby, and under darkness more than 2 centuries (240 years) of decline, the multi-ethnic Lao people have difficulties, kills during the wars, arduous struggles as slavery labors, and many people have to refuges apart from the motherland to another places, fled to another countries; cities, buildings, valuable properties of nation was sacked, stolen, deconstructed, and abandoned.

However, the all multi-ethnic groups of Lao people have tries to protect their beloved land, carried out of sacrifices until they manage to crush the yokes of domination of foreign feudalisms and oppression of the colonialism, and consequent liberated completely in 1975, with sovereignty, and Lao people have together been implementing developing the two strategic tasks of defending and building the country up to the present-day.

Chapter I
Laos in Generals

I. Background

Laos (the officially name is Lao People’s Democratic Republic “Lao P.D.R” was established in 1975 as a sovereign state), the area of land is about 236,800 square kilometers, it is a landlocked country in the Southeast Asia, which share borders with 5 countries as below:

– China (People’s Republic of China) to the North, about 505 Km;
– Vietnam (Socialist Republic of Vietnam) to the East, about 2,065 Km;
– Cambodia (Kingdom of Cambodia) to the South, about 435 Km;
– Thailand (Kingdom of Thailand) to the West, about 1,835 Km; [and]
– Myanmar [or] Burma (Republic of the Union of Myanmar) to the Northwest, about 235 Km.
The Lao People’s Democratic Republic (เวียดนามประชาธิปไตยประชาชนลาว in Lao, reads: ‘Sathalanalat-Paxathipatai-Paxaxon Lao’) or written in the short named as Laos. The name “Lao” has odyssey in history more than 3500 years back (Aiy-Lao “ເຊີຍລາວ”).
After migrated from the originated territory moved down from the North to the Southern of China since before Christian era to the new millenniums for constructed the new territories in search of an autonomous history, especially in the middle of 14th century, Lao had established the Lan Xang Kingdom (or LaneXang, LānXāng, or Lān Xāng Kingdom “ລາວຊະເພາະ” also means the Land of Million Elephants (Royaume du Million d'Eléphants et du Parasol Blanc) where is located of Laos in the present, within tropics area between latitudes 14 and 23 degrees and longitudes 100 and 108 degrees east (in figure 1). The country stretches 1.700 km from north to South, with an east-west width of over 500 km at its widest and only 140 km at the narrowest point.

Two main physical features, rivers and mountains, cover 70 percent of the country. Laos has Tropical Monsoon with 2 main seasons, such as dry season (starts from October-April), and Rainy Season (starts from May-September) in usually.

The highest peak mountain is Phu Bia, 2818 meters, it is out of these ranges that all the main rivers flow, running from east to west into the Mekong River, and it is along the rivers that one finds the alluvial flood plains suitable for rice paddy fields. There are no other lowland plains of any note. While upland soils are not in general very fertile, there are two important upland plains areas: one in the north in XiengKhuang Province, the rolling grasslands of the Plain of Jars, and the other the Boloven Plateau in Champasak Province in the south, with fertile soil supporting increasing numbers of coffee plantations. Most of the country, however, is rugged and mountainous and covered by monsoon forests that contain a relatively rich wildlife. The whole country lies in a tropical monsoon climatic region.

Laos has 3 quarters distinct regions of which are plain, mountain and plateau.

- The plains region comprises large and small plains along the Mekong River. The largest of these is the Vientiane Plain, on the lower reaches of the Ngum River (NamNgeüam “ນ້້ານູ້ມ”). Also significant are the Savannakhet plain, on the lower reaches of the XeBangFai and XeBangHieng Rivers, and the Champasak plain, which is on the Mekong River, stretching between the Thai and Cambodian borders. Blessed with fertile soil, these plains represent one quarter of the total area and are the "granaries" of the country;
- Northern is dominated by mountains that average 1.500 meters above sea level. The highest peak is the 2.820 meters named Phou Bia Mountain in the Xieng Khuang Province (Northern of Laos); and the other high mountains, such as Phou Luang (Annamite Chain “ນາຍະຫຼວງ”) mountain, which stretches from the Southeast of the Phuane Plateau down to the Cambodian border. Otherwise, Laos has 3 large plateaus, there are the Phuane Plateau in Xieng Khuang Province, Nakai Plateau in Khammuane Province, and Boloven Plateau in the Southern Laos, 1.000 m above sea level;
- Laos is crises-crossed by many rivers and streams. The Mekong River flows through 1.835 km of the country from north to south. The Rivers and streams provide great potential for various developments of Laos, poor reliefs and stables.

The gross domestic product (GDP) per capita of US$ 800 (2010 est.), total revenue is expending in line with increasing investments in mining and power which will provide a sound basis for planned public expenditure reforms. Although the percentage of population living...
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below the poverty line decreased from 48% in 1990 to an estimated 31% the country still being one of the 13 least developed countries (LDCs) in the Asia Pacific region and ranks 137 out of 187 in the Global Human Development Index (2010).

II. Official language

The official language is Lao (ພາສາລາວ Pha-Sa-Lao); which was derived from the Pali and Sanscrite languages, due to long history, the script is that used in Laos for religious texts and known by the name of Tham (Dharma) characters as the Louis FINOT, the first director of the École française d’Extrême-Orient concluded⁵, Maha Sila VIRAVONG⁶ summarized⁷ and Michel LORRILLARD Professor of the École française d’Extrême-Orient stressed⁸ that Lao belong to the Tai linguistic group who began migrating southward from China in the first millennium AD; the Lao language is monosyllabic and tonal; the polysyllabic words are occasionally found particularly in literary writing of Paali and Sanskrit in origins (neither Khmer nor Thai language) instead of Mone language in basis of transformed with Pāli and Sanskrit, called Ramanya (รามายณะ). Buddhism plays an important role in the life of the Lao people and has given them a deserved reputation for friendliness, gentleness, kindness, gaiety, wisdom, and language also, therefore Lao language in ancient time called Tham (Dharma) language.

The ancient Lao scripts was excavated the Inscription Stone (ໃບເສມາ) at Vixun Temple in Luang Prabang original which Lao historians was approved the year of published in B.E. 1713 (A.D. 1170).

⁵ Finot Louis (1903), Ex-voto du That Luong de Vieng-Chan (Laos), BEFEO III, (p. 660-663).
⁶ Maha Sila Viravong was to become a close aide to Chao Phetsarat Rattanavongsa, Viceroy (Kingdom of Laos).
⁷ Maha Sila Viravong (1973), Pavat Nangsue Lao [Histoire de L’écriture Lao], Vientiane.
⁸ Lorrilard, Michael (2009), Scripts and History: the Case of Laos, Written Cultures in Mainland Southeast Asia, SENRI ETHNOLOGICAL STUDIES 74: 33-34
III. Ethnics

The current Lao citizens, there are multiethnic peoples and consists of 49 ethnic groups\(^9\), which identified 49 different ethnic groups in four main linguistic families, based on the assessment of the provincial Lao Front for National Construction (LFNC) censuses in 1999-2000 and according to the preliminary figures given to the symposiums, seminar, and various meetings on the names of ethnic groups in Laos, which was held in 2000s. Consequent, on the ordinary session of the VI (sixth) National Assembly of Laos, have unanimous approval on the name of ethnic groups, indigenous peoples and the number of ethnic groups in the Lao P.D.R on 24 November 2008, recognizes only one nationality, all citizens are Lao, but recognizes over 100 ethnic sub-groups within 49 ethnic groups and abolishes the previous tripartite division in nationalities (Lao Loum, Lao Sung, and Lao Theung, with 68 ethnic groups in the past “3 ຖາມາດ 68 ຖາມາດ” and minorities word also abolished to use in Laos).

The 49 ethnic groups in Laos, which Lao government has officially endorsed the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) are arranges in four speaking groups as below:

1. **The Lao-Tai Family** (also known as Daic, accounting for 71% of the population), there are 8 ethnic groups, such as:
   ①. Lao (ລາວ);
   ②. Phuthai (ຜູ້ໄທ);
   ③. Tai (ໄຕ);
   ④. Lue (ລື້້ນ);
   ⑤. Yuan (ຍັນ);
   ⑥. Yàng (ຢ້ງ);
   ⑦. Saek (ແຊກ);
   [and]

8. Thai Neua (ໄທເ_normalized).

2. **The Mone-Khmer Family** (a branch of Austro-Asiatic, accounting for 24.1% of the population), there are 32 ethnic groups, which includes:
   1) Khmu (ຄູມມ້າ);
   2) Plai/Pray (ແລະ);
   3) Shingmun (ຊິງມຸ);
   4) Phông (ພອງ);
   5) Thaene (ທານນ);
   6) Idu (ອີດ);
   7) Bit (ບິ);
   8) Làmed (ລະແມ);
   9) Samtao (ສາມຕະວິດ);
   10) Kàtang (ກະຕາງ);
   11) Kàtu (ກະຕູ);
   12) Màkong (ມະກອງ);
   13) Tri/Try (ຕຣີ);
   14) Trieng (ຕຣຽງ);
   15) Krieng (ກຣຽງ);
   16) Y'lù/Y'rù (ຢຣຽງ);
   17) Làvi (ລະວີ);
   18) Pàkò (ປະໂກະ);
   19) Lalàk or Aàràk/Raràk (ຣາລັກຫຼືອາລັກ);
   20) Suay (ຊ່ຍະ);
   21) Yàe (ແຢະ);
   22) Tà-Oy (ຕະໂຢ້);
   23) Oy (ອຍ);
   24) Blao/Brao (ບຣາວຫຼືລະແວ);
   25) Sàdang (ສະດາງ);
   26) Khmer (ຂະແມ);
   27) Nguan (ງວນ);
   28) Labri (ລາບລີ);
   29) Kri/Kry (ກຣີ);
   30) Mone (ມອນ);
   31) Toum (ຕໍ່ມ); [and]
   32) Chéng (ເຈັງ).

3. **The Tibeto-Burman Family** (accounting for 1% of the population), there are 7 ethnic groups, such as:
   1. Ahka (ອາຂ່າ);
   2. Singsili (PhouNoy) ສິງສິລິ (ພູນ້ອຍເຂົາ);
   3. Lahu (ລາຫູ);
   4. Sila (ຊັນ);
4. The Hmong-Mien Family (also known as Maio-Yao, accounting for 4% of the population), which category has 2 main tribes:

1) Hmong (ໜູໝ); [and]
2) Lumien (ອິລູມ້ຽນ) or Yao (ຽນ).

These multietnic people of Laos are generally scattered across the country, while each has its own unique traditions, culture and language, which has fruitfully from the ancestors’ civilizations, alongside with the Tai people and other ethnic groups in Laos.

In addition, according to RAENDCHEN concluded, the Tai’s social values and the typical behavior described in this context living on in all Tai peoples in “Greater Southeast Asia” (including Southern China and Assam) in 1990s and 2000s.

The Tai historically, over centuries have migrated alongside the Mekong River (LanXang River in Chinese “澜沧江” 澜沧江) have created the Muong “or city” then started with the first millennium Tai people constructed their new cities, drawing together different tribal communities under rulers claiming quasi-divine authority and kingly status. The establishment of the new realm of Tai race, the affluent realm at that time called Muong Swa (or Xua “ມິງຊວາ”), later was changed the name XiengDong-XiengThong Kingdom (ຂະນະສາຍຊົມຊຽງພັງ), and its capital Xieng Thong “ມິງຄອງ”, and lastly the Luang Prabang (ຫຼວງພະບາງ) during the new kingdom was founded in mid-fourteenth century when the Prabang was invited to the Lān Xāng Kingdom from the Khmer’s King (Angkor) till the present by King Fa Ngum, who were the source of the Lān Xāng lineage (ການສາຍລາວ) from Aiy-Lao ethnic and the Kingdom of Laos was established in nineteenth century (colonial period also included) which almost 650 years of monarchy, until the new regime was replaced in 1975 (Lao P.D.R).

Laos has a multi-ethnic population of 6.17 million (2010 in estimated) with a growth rate of 2.3 % per year, birth rate of 33.94/1,000 and death rate of 11.02/1,000 per annum, over 70% of the population resides in rural areas (inhabitants), hence Laos has one of the lowest population densities in the region (24 people per Km²), the life expectancy 63, 5 years; the infant mortality rate <1 year of age 55 per 1,000 live births, and the infant mortality rate <5 years of age 75 per 100,000 live births.

---

5. Hayi (ລາຢີ);
6. Lolo (ໂລໂລ); [and]
7. Hor (ໝ).

10 Hmong and Yao also called Meo and Yao Tinepane speak a different language, but all understand Yunnanese, or guan hooa. The Yao write the same characters as the Chinese by E. Lefèvre in “Un Voyage au Laos”, Éd. Plon, Nourrit et Cie, Paris (1898), translated and Introduction by Walter E. J. Tips (1995), Travels in Laos The Fate of the Sip Song Pana and Muong Sing (1894-1896), White Lotus Co. Ltd., p. 28-31.
Chapter II
History of Laos in Brief

The preliminary history or background of Laos, which was invented story of ancestral of Tai tribes, by which well-known of the inhabitant of the Aiy-Lao people in China as the Pheuan Khun Borom or Lord Khun Borom’s Legend in ancient Lao text to the stone since new millennium, then was published in BaiLan began in 15th century; but both transcription mostly was destroyed, and the lastly published in books, and also reputes or always talks among Tai communities around the world.

The legend of Khun Borom, who came from the heaven (from Müang Thaen) which described on the background and situation in ancient time of the earth, lands and the sky (the legend of Nam Taw Pung)\textsuperscript{12}, Lao called the Nam Taow Pung means, a large elongated gourd reaches the sky (heaven). When the gods (the khun) heard noises in the gourds, they broke them open and released animals of all kinds and a great number of people. But these statements may differ somewhat from other myths and ideas. However, those legends also said that the god sent the deities, animals, and also humans to the earth (and earth protectors) Khun Borom, the son of the Heavenly God Phaya Thaen\textsuperscript{13}, progenitor of the Tai-speaking peoples, considered by Lao and others to be the father of their race. When a giant plant began to grow and cut off light from the world, an old man and woman who had come to the earth with Khun Borom volunteered to cut down the plant but lost their lives in the process. These are the Lao ancestors known as Pou-Yer Yaa-Yer, and SingKeo, who still participate in masked form in Laotian festivals (celebration always organizes in every Lao New Year festival) in Luang Prabang. But recent idea, Khun Borom myth may provide insight into the early history of the Tai people in Southeast Asia (occur as early in Siang Khwang)\textsuperscript{14}.

Etymology of Laos, in accordance to the Lao historians, researchers, and scholars has examined, reviewed, and concluded in plenty knowledge and vary point of views, although, history of Laos was written since ancient time. Aiy- Lao, the ancestral of many tribes who has lives in the high land (mountains, named 哀牢山 located in Yunnan of China), the descendant nowadays called themselves as Tai, Thai, Lao, and so on. There are vary ideas from the scholars, whom also high professionals (including the Lao historians, archaeologies, and experts), but still controversial as different views, based from their own expertise, which results from the researches and analysis concluded. Therefore, after I scrutinized to the word Aiy-Lao, respectively word “Aiy” means big-brother, brother, or big-group; I supported to idea with the word “Lao” means star or ดาວ ‘Dao in Lao’; the word “Aiy-Lao” means the star people, due to these people lives in the high mountain like heaven. Although in the present-day used the word “Lao” merely, who derived from the Aiy-Lao tribe (including Tai, Thai, Lao, Zhuang, Nung, etc.), but it still maintained the heritages of ancestors, whom also have sticky rice with fermented-fish in sauce as a basic food or major rice for their lives. (see also vary point of view from scholars, such as Simon de la Loubère; Georges Coedès; พระยาถวัลย์ (1957 in Lao) and Maha Sila Viravong; Luang Vichit Vathakarn; Phrya Anuman-rujdhon; Legends, Stories, Nithān Khun Bōrom; Area Handbook for Laos; Le Boulanger, Paul; Mouhot Henri; Lebar Frank, Suddard Adrienne; Terwiel, Barend J.; Paul K. Benedict; ປະຫວັດສາດລາວ (History of Laos) by [Ministry of Education and Sports,

\textsuperscript{13} http://www.seasite.niu.edu/lao/culture/luangprabang/KB.htm
\textsuperscript{14} Wyatt, David K. (2003), \textit{Thailand: A Short History}, New Haven, Yale University Press.
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1989, 1991 & 1995] and [Ministry of Information and Culture 1996]; ລາວການພູມພະສີ; ສຸດີດາຣາດ; Katay Don Sasorith; Evans Gran; Stuart-Fox Martin; Koret Peter; Simms, Peter and Sandra; Christopher E. Goscha and Søren Ivarsson; Jory Patrick; Condominas George; Wyatt K. David; Hayashi Yukio; Akiko Lijima, and so on).

I Unitary in Brief

Laos has been known since ancient times, the habitation of early mankind in Laos (in current location) appears to have prolonged in many decades of thousands years ago as stone tools and skulls unearthed in many provinces in Laos. The odysseys of Laos’s state or territory have begun more than 5,000 years ago most of them were hunter and gatherers, then farmers growing Sticky rice, non-glutinous rice, pulses, etc. The scientists, who found the ancient skulls in Huaphan and Luang Prabang Provinces of Laos, it can confirm the habitat. The famous giant jars (plain of jars) in XiengKhuang Province and Stone-Columns in HuaPhan Province dated from the Neolithic period, and so on.

The original location of Lao people lived in the northern part of Laos; they created many cities in ancient period, and moved down to the southward, due to many factors and conditions.

The present-day location of Laos, stands at the crossroads of mainland Southeast Asia, where surrounded by China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand and Myanmar (Bura), this small country has been both a bridge and buffer between neighbors who, in glory days, provided a field of territorial expansion by Lao kings. Yet more often than not Laos has been an arena in which more powerful neighbors and their allies have interfered by the feudalist countries, due to the location, abundance and blessing with natural resources. Its means Lao has shared a common history with others, such as Siam (Thai), Burma (Myanmar), China (South and West), Vietnam and other people of the Tai language group, Khmer, Mone (Môn), Tibetan, Burman, Hmong, Lumien (Miao-Yao), and so on.

The Tai (also spelled Dai) are a linguistic group originating in southern China, which includes the Lao, the Siamese (Thailand), the people of the Shan region, Kachin of north-eastern Myanmar (Bura), some peoples in Sino-Tibetan Families such as ‘Zhuang, Lolo, Lahu, Moso, Minchia, Kachin (Chingpo), etc.’ of Yunnan, Guangxi and Sichuan Provinces in China and the Tho, Nung and Dai peoples of northern Vietnam. Under pressure from the expansion of the Chinese invasion, the Tai began to migrate into South-East Asia (especially to Indochina peninsula) during the first millennium AD. They displaced earlier peoples (including the Iron Age culture that made the great stone jars from which the Plain of Jars in central Laos takes its name). The Mekong River, which flows through what is now Laos, was a major migration route of Tai, but the strength of the Khmer Empire (Cambodia) prevented the Tai from dominating the Mekong Valley, including Mone/Môn, Hmong, Mien. Then, another Tai groups also settlement was further south into the Chao Phraya river region, where dominant of Malayic and Negrito (Aboriginal Mani people) they formed a series of kingdoms ancestral to modern Siam and Thailand.

The earliest Lao legal document (and the earliest sociological evidence about the existence of the Lao people) is known as "the Laws of King Khun Bôrom" (also sometimes called "Khun Bulom’s Testaments") ຜົນບ່ວມທີ່ມຸງກຸດ, still preserved in manuscript form. This set of memoriter laws is written in a type of indigenous blank verse, and reflects the state of proto-Lao society as early as the 9th century, possibly prior to their adoption of Theravada Buddhism, and prior to (or coeval with) their southward migration into the territory now comprising modern Laos (from North-Western Vietnam).
While most Lao people regard Khun Bôrom / Bulom as a subject of myth only, Western scholars regard him as an historical figure, albeit there is very little factually known about him aside from the fact of his bare existence and the description of a very primitive kingdom in his laws. In general terms, these ancient laws describe an agrarian society in which life revolves around subsistence agriculture of Tai people and related clans, races. The strict punishments set down for stealing or killing a neighbor's elephant reflect that these were (evidently) an expensive and important possession of the time.

Tai bronze making spread with them throughout Mainland Southeast Asia. The bronze drums that they made also came to be highly regarded by non-Tai peoples in the region and a trade in these drums developed and traded with Chinese, Korean and Japanese merchants.

In accordance to the history of China, India, Laos (ພົມສາວະດານລາວໂຍນົງ, ດູລາວ), Thailand, Myanmar (Burma), and Vietnam was stipulated that the Tai peoples, who originally lived in the mainland of China, Southwest, and especially to Lao historians strongly believed that Lao had descended from Tai race, who hominids migrated from the Al-Tai mountains ‘Алтай хүрүү’ (located in Mongolia) in many decades of thousands years ago; the Tai peoples who refers to the population of descendants of speakers of a common Proto-Tai language, including sub-populations which no longer speak a Tai language in South China (Kham-Tai/Khamti, Dai, Zhuang), India (Ahom, Assam), and South Asia such as in Laos (Aiy-Lao/LânXâng/Lao), Thailand (Siam or Sayam, Thai ‘Thailand begun in 1940s’), Myanmar or Burma (Shan, Kachin, Kayin states ‘Union of Myanmar begun in 1989’), Vietnam (Tai, Tho, Nung). In A.D. 1503 during the reign of King Visounrarath (or King Vixun 1501-1520 “ພຣະເຈຸວິຊຸນນະຣາຊ”), Laos’s history 15 was published in the first time (published in Bai-lăn or ‘palm leaves’), after Phra Maha Thep Luang Somdej Phra Sangkharaja (Patriarch “ພຣະສັກຄະຣາຊ”) and Thep MongKhoun Sithi Thamma Sena was researched and written the History of Lânxâng, which also mostly alongside with the Chinese history about Tai people. The ancient kingdoms of Lao people (Aiy-Lao ‘哀牢’ in ancient period) have at first established themselves in the valleys (before the advent of Buddha, 2,500 years ago) between the rivers Hwang-Ho and Yang Tse (Yang-tse-Kiang) 16 in the Tche-Chwan (四川省 “Sichuan”) province of the present Chinese mainland in Southwest. The Chinese history recoded that the old location of Tai kingdom during 1000 B.C. was located at the valleys and rivers which also known in Aiy-Lao, accordance to the name of the aborigine and their mountains in ancient time (prior name was Kiw Loung Kiang “ເກມລາວປງການ”, or River of 9 Nagas “ແມ່ນ້ຳນາກ 9 ບູ່ນ້ຳນາກສ້າງຕ້ອງການ” they have built two big cities (Lung City “ເມືອງລຸງ”, and Pah City “ເມືອງພ້າ”), later on another city known as Müang Ngiao (ເມືອງນ້າງ) has been built (‘Müang Müang in Lao means City, District and Country, sometime used Muong or Mueang). But of them all, the Pah City was the biggest and the most important at that time, until the Chinese and Tartars invaded the territory of China (early 900s B.C.) the invasion took long decades of years by Chinese armies since 860s B.C. 17 and till the ends of war Müang Lung was occupied, and after that, it was pushed their invasion up to Müang Pah succeeded in 300s B.C. This period coincides with the establishment of political rule over the area by Tai nobles associated with the northern kingdoms of Chu and Yue. Similar developments occurred in Yunnan, where the leader of a Tai army from Shu

15 During this King’s reign, the Nithān Khun Bôrom was rewritten in Bai-lăn in 1503, see Stuart-Fox, Martin (1997), A History of Laos, Cambridge University Press, (p. 10).
16 Maha Sîla Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, Chapter III (p. 6).
established the new kingdoms around 310 BC. After being cut off from their homeland Müang Ngaio was invaded strongly by Chinese armies, when the Qin conquered, especially during the Chin-Tse-Hong-Te “ຈິງຊີຮອງເທົ່າ” (Emperor Qin Shi Huang) of Chin Dynasty in 200s B.C. during the Great Wall (万里长城) was built for 10,000 li long (one li ‘里, lǐ’ equals 500 meters).

After left from the territory of Ngaio City from invasion for land, where agrarian plenty, Tai people of Müong Ngiao (ມືອງນ້ຽງ) had to leave their territory again for freedom, due to prevented from the occupied and seized by the Chinese, then they built another capital city known as Nakhorn Peh-Ngai (ນະຄອນເພງາຍ) with Khuns as kings. These mention a people inhabiting Southwestern China known as the Ai-Lao (哀牢 ‘Āiláo’), the term used subsequently by the Vietnamese to refer to the Lao. But whether the Ai-Lao were ancestral to the Tai people who eventually spread over much of mainland Southeast Asia, let alone the subgroup that became the Lao, seem extremely doubtful. The Chinese texts also name a number of small kingdoms apparently located in the Mekong region, though exactly where are disputed the preliminary NanChao Kingdom was founded. But, due to the expansion and invasion from Chinese territory to the Southwestern several times, until A.D. 225 Khongbeng (Zhuge Liang ‘諸葛亮’, Chancellor of Liu Bei ‘劉備’ of Shu Han (蜀汉) during the Three Kingdoms period (220-280)) defeated NanChao. When loosed their old territories (the old Kingdom), Tai people migrated into mainland Southeast Asia along to the southern, moved and created new small Kingdom named new NanChao “ອານາຈັກະສາດ” in 3rd century and affluent in 300 years later till new millennium.

In A.D. 225 General Khong Beng defeated the army of Beng Hek, the Tai Prince of Aiy-Lao Kingdom and forced him to submit to the Emperor of SzeChuan (picture was illustrated in 1949).

---

18 Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, Chapter III (p. 6-10).
19 This city was mentioned in the book dealing with the history of the Tai people as Muong Peh-Nhai and in others it was called Peh-Ngai, Peh-Nhai or Peh-Nhorn; others yet by the name of Muong Pak-Ai, or Poh-Nhai and nowadays the Chinese call it Pu-Eh-Fu (P’u-erh, 宁洱).
During flourished NanChao, there are many cities (Müang) and parts of region was occupied by Tai peoples, who recorded in the Chinese history, evidences and various document stipulated the ‘Aiy-Lao’ was dominant at that time, then established new independence kingdoms such as Müang Sawa (Xua) in 709, Müang Thaen (City of Thaen “ມັງກອນແທນ” in 731. The Tai called this Müang (a town or principality) by the name "Thaen" or "Thaeng," which is Tai for "heaven" or "god". The Chinese call it 天 "t'ien" which has the same meaning "heaven", and "fu", which means Müang. In 733 Müang Thaeng (Thaeng City), where was the capital of King Khun Bôrom (or Khun Bölôm) it is in the Sipsong Banna or Sip-Song-Phan-Na-Lue “ສິຣະສອນນາລັວ”, meaning "twelve thousand rice paddies" of Tai people in the Yunnan region (西双版纳傣族自治州 in the present). And the Sip-Sông Chau-Tai (or Sip-Sông Chu-Tai “ຊຽງສຸດໄທ ທາງຊຽງຊັດ”) called Diên Biên Phủ in the present (now located in Vietnam), it was recognized by France in 1890 under Đèo Văn Tri who was the White Tai leader in Sip-Sông Chu-Tai, during Auguste Jean-Marie Pavie conquered Indochina. In addition, in 740 King Khun Bôrom have built a new city named Dahor “ເມືອງຕ້ອງ” in the northern capital of NanZhao about 40 li “里” (or 20 KM) before his death in 750.

As recorded by the ninth century, the Tai people were spread across upland Southeast Asia and surrounded by reestablished the Kingdom of NanChao, a well-organized military state located in southwestern China. During the flourished NanChao Period (649-1253 A.D.) the Tai people founded their kingdom in the Southern part of China which is Yunnan, Kwangsi and Canton today. Originally an ally, NanChao became a powerful foe of the Chinese in subsequent centuries and extended its domain into what are now Burma, northern Vietnam, and Northern provinces of Laos.

(Figure 4) Kingdom of NanChao with other Kingdoms during the T’ang Dynasty A.D. 618-907

22 Auguste Jean-Marie Pavie, who was established the French protectorate over Laos in 1893 after Franco-Siamese War.
(Figure 5) NanChao Kingdom during 12th Century (pre-Mongol) with the Sung Dynasty (960-1279) which eventually succeeded the T’ang Dynasty in China, and relations with Neighboring Dynasties (Mongols in the Northwest, Tibetans in the west, Chinese Chin Empire in the Northeast, and Vietnamese in Annam in the Southern), before the Mongol Empire by Khans in 13th to 14th Century (A.D. 1206-1368).25

(Figure 6) Tai People had traded with other kingdoms and dynasties.26

---


The Popular History of NanChao "History of the Southern Princes" which was written in 1537 A.D. by Yang Shen (楊慎 or Yang-tsai) of Chen-t'u fu in Szuchuan and re-edited by Hu-yu of Wuchang-fu in Hupeh in 1776. The History of NanChao which was published by the scholar Yang Shen (楊慎 in Chinese; 1488–1559), who was a former noble scholar in the Ming Dynasty (see also Figure). Yang Shen spent his exile life over 30 years in Yunnan (after recognized as a province of China in A.D. 1382), more than 100 writings which related to the NanChao or Yunnan, particularly well known are the "Linjiangxian (臨江仙)", later employed as the introductory his poem to the "Romance of Three Kingdoms (三國演義)". In addition, according to this work the traditional origin of the NanChao group of states is connected with the kings of MAGADHA, and there seems to be nothing unreasonable in the supposition that military or priestly adventurers from that country first civilized and collected under a political administration the scattered tribes of Yunnan, for we are told as late as A.D. 800 that MAGADHA upon the bordered NanChao Empire to the west.

In the papers upon EARLY LAOS by E.H. PARKER Esq., published in the China Review, as well as in little book upon BURMA (published in Rangoon), shown that it is a fact beyond all doubts that Hindo adventurers gave the earliest known organized dynasties to all the states of the Indo-Chinese peninsula and the Javo-Borneo-Sumatra archipelago alike. Just in the same manner adventurers from China made their way to Korea, Canton, Soochow, Hangchow, parts of Central Asia, etc., and founded kingdom or principalities afterwards to be absorbed in the Chinese empire.

(Figure 9) Yang Shen (楊慎) in A.D. 1500s

28 http://tudtu.tripod.com/tai2.htm
Perception on LAOS: history, basis, and strengthens for developments

(Figure 8) A Study on the Historical Relations between Riparian State of the Mekong River (by CHO Hung-guk, Daewoo Professor, Sogang Graduate School of Public Policy) 2009.

1) Kingdom of NanChao

Kingdom of NanChao or Nan-Tchow or NanZhao, alternate spellings NanChao Kingdom (南詔 Nánzhào in Chinese, 남조 or 대리국 in Korean, ฉันจ้วย in Thai, and Nong Sae Kingdom ʺอาณาจักรหนองแซ่" in Lao) was built in 395 A.D. after relocated in the east of the Mekong river (LanXang Jiang ʺ瀾滄江ˮ River, upper course of the Mekong River), where new capital city located (it was centered on present-day Dali-fu, Yunnan Province in China) then called NongSaeh at the South Western of China.

The originally founding and ethnography of NanChao was a polity that flourished during prior of new millennium, there were several tribes that settled on the fertile land around the alpine fault lake Erhai from 617 to 647 A.D. These tribes were called their vary cities such as: ① Mengshe (ม้งเส or Müang Sae or Müang Nong-Sae),
2. Mengsui (มjieh-pui, or 蒙㟟 or Müang Sui), 3. Langqiong (mjieh-wan-pu, or 浪穹 or Müang Lane-Kung), 4. Dengtan (mjieh-thang-pu, or 遼蹟 or Müang DengXieng or Müang Thong Xang), 5. Shilang (mjieh-lang, or 施浪 or Müang Xieng Lān), and 6. Yuexi (miang-tse, or 越析 or Müang Ia-Tse). Each tribe had its own kingdom, known as a zhao.

In 649 A.D. the chieftain of the Mengshe (mjieh-sue, or 蒙㟟 or Müang Nong-Sae) tribe, King or Lord Xinuluo (พระเจ้าพีล่อโก๊ะ in Thai, and พระเจ้าพีล่อโก๊ะ in Lao, 细奴逻 in Chinese), founded a kingdom of Ailao (哀牢 peoples (Damengguo 大蒙國) means "great land of the Meng" named NanChao in the area of Lake Erhai (洱海, Nong Sae, or หนองแส in Lao) 649-685 A.D. The Kingdom of NanChao during the year 728 to 737 A.D. under reigned of the King or Lord Piluoge (皮羅閣 in Chinese, พระเจ้าพีล่อโก๊ะ in Thai, and พระเจ้าพีล่อโก๊ะ in Lao) united the six Zhaos in succession, then establishing a new kingdom called NanZhao (Mandarin, "Southern Zhao") where covered territories of many ethnic groups, such as: Tai, Zhuang, Ai-Lao, Assamese/Ahom, Dai, Bai, etc. Among these six cities, Mengsui (蒙㟟 or 邯㟟, or 蒙㟟 or Müang Sui) is the capital city of the Kingdom. The country was subsequently called the Nong Sae Kingdom or NanChao 29. The frontiers of this kingdom have been recorded in the Chinese history book as including the following areas:

1. The northwest ear borders touched Su-Lu-Fan (Tibet);
2. In the north the borders touched the city of Niou-Tchow (China);
3. In the southern the borders touched the Kao-Chi country (Vietnam);
4. In the east the borders touched Müang Sun, province of Kwai-Tchow or Kweichow (China);
5. To the west the borders touched the city of Moh-Ka-Toh (Makatha or Magadha country of India);
6. To the south the borders touched the city of Nui-Wong;
7. To the southwest the borders touched the city of Piu;
8. The northeastern tips touched the city of Chim-Mu.

29 Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, Chapter III (p. 13).
K ing Khun Borom was a formidable king of NanChao after he united the Kingdom, which at his accession was divided into 6 Prefectures (principalities) and new prefecture (total in 7). The earliest law code of Tai mandala known as "Laws of Khun Bôrom". The Khun Bôrom (or "Khun Bölôm Raja thi-raja") means Lord Bulom (ພຣະຣາຊາທິຣາຈານ in Lao, 皮羅閣 ‘Piluoge’ in Chinese, พระเจ้าพีล่อโก๊ะ in Thai) was born in 697, he ascended the throne at age 31 years old in 728 to 749 and died at age 53 (in 750 A.D.), King Khun Bôrom had two wives Ekamahesi and Ekengthavi.

According to the Thai Encyclopedias A.D. 1943 (B.E. 2486) stipulated on the Kingdom of NanChao during King Khun Bôrom Empire in its golden age, armies and prosperity achieved by vigorous governmental organizations. The government structure of NanZhao has ruled the empire were organized was a group of 9 Ministries (部, กระทรวง, or ฉวง) such as:
1. Ministry of Interior, Provinces and Personnel Administration (กระทรวงภายใน, ปัจจัยบุคคล ต้นและบุคคลภายนอก);
2. Ministry of Defense and War (กระทรวงกองกำลังและสิทธิยศ);
3. Ministry of Revenue, Tax and Treasury (กระทรวงการเงิน, ภาษีและทรัพยากรเงิน);
4. Ministry of Foreign Relation and Diplomats (กระทรวงการสัมพันธ์กับยศและอำนาจ)
5. Ministry of Chamberlain, Rites and Tradition (กระทรวงเสนาบดี, พระถิ่นทั้งหมดและคุณธรรม);
6. Ministry of Commerce and Textile (กระทรวงการค้าและสัตว์);
7. Ministry of Legitimacy, Court and Justice (กระทรวงความยุติธรรม, ศาลและความยุติธรรม);
8. Ministry of Census (กระทรวงการสำรวจ);

In addition, the Nanzhao kingdom sets up bureaus, offices and so on. This describes an agrarian proto Tai-Lao society in administration.

Nan Chao Kingdom area divided into 1 Capital city (เมืองหลวง), 7 Prefectures, and 101 Counties / Müang (แขวงต่างๆ จังหวัดเมือง), each county is the city's major cities and towns Toras quarter. Each town has a ruler and government departments were cascaded down to the first floor is the master and doctorate degree and fourth floors.

Government granted the land for arable to earn as much as a feudal Siam, Burmese, Lānna, and Kingom of Lân Xāng. People have the right to own land as the government set as officials and is not taxable.

Nan Chao Kingdom of Ancient Ai-Lao was made up of many ethnic and linguistic groups, where invaded many time and again by the Chinese, but King Khun Bôrom were always defeated them and followed up his victories right into the heart of their territory.

The Tang and NanChao were able to maintain peaceful relationships until the 740s, when Ko Lo Feng, Pi Lo Ko’s son, became king. Ko Lo Feng was an ambitious and militarily capable king who wanted to extend the rule of Nan Chao. During the 750s, the Chinese frequently sent armies to wage war against Nan Chao, but Ko Lo Feng and his armies defeated them. From then on, Nan

30 Law was written in ancient period and have rewritten in 1422 at Xieng Khuang, which refers in detail to the structure of early Lao society. The latter consisted of four categories: aristocracy, free peasants or commoners (phai), slaves (kha), and at the bottom, the non-ethnic Lao. Stuart-Fox, Martin (1998), The Lao Kingdom of Lan Xang: Rise and Decline, White Lotus, (p. 47).
Chao was able to control most parts of Yunnan, and he extended its political and military power even further over its neighbors in southern China and northern Southeast Asia.\(^{31}\)

It was said of Kolofeng (or Khun Lô “ຂຸ ນລໍ” in Lao) the eldest grandson who succeeded him and who followed up the victories that at the different campaigns Kolofeng killed many enemies and conquered many territories to extended the Tai civilization, especially to the Mekong region.

Khun Lô was the eldest of the sons of Khun Bôrom and first of the Lao kings; Khun Lô established a dynasty whose fifteen rulers reigned over an independent Muang Sua for the better part of a century. Khun Lô had been awarded the town by his father, Khun Bôrom, who is associated with the Lao legend of the creation of the world, which the Lao share with the Shan and other peoples of the region.\(^{32}\)

![Map of NanChao Kingdom and its neighbors in 800 AD](Source by Thomas Lessman)

**The Basic Structure of Governmental Organizations of NanChao Kingdom**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>King Khun Bôrom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Staffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretariat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Ministries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Principalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 Counties / Müang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


King Khun Bôrom had two wives (ນາງຍົມພະລາ) Ekamahesi (ນາງເອກຄະມະເຫສີ) and Ekengthavi (ນາງເອກແຄ່ວເທິດເປັນຊ້າຍຊ້າຍ) and seven sons (Khuns or Princes), and then he sent to administered 7 prefectures (principalities), and so formed the great Tai world such as:

1. Prince Lô (Kolofeng “ຂຸນລໍ”) the eldest son, ruled Mü ang Thaen (Điệ n Biên Phủ) and founded XiangDong XiangThong Dynasty (Luang Prabang), after war between Thao Fa-Huan of Müang Tum-Wang with Khmer stronger enemy, Khun Lô received requested from Thao Fa-Huan for help, consequently Khun Lô (Kolofeng) conquered, he occupied Müang Swa, and then founded the new capital city of the Aiy-Lao Kingdom (renamed Müang Swa to Müang Xieng Thong) in the year 1300 B.E. (757 A.D.)34;

2. Prince Yi Fah Lan (“ຝຳຍີໄພລ້ວນ”) ruled Müang SipsongPanna (Sipsong Banna);

3. Prince Chu Song /ChouLaNee (“ໝີຈຸສົ”) ruled Müang TungKea, Tongkin, Annam (Vietnam);

4. Prince SaiPhong or Khun KhamPhong (“ໝີຄຳຜົ່ງຫຼືກໍ່ທ້າວຄຳຜົ່ງ”) was ruled Müang Souvannkhomkham, or ChiengSen, then latter called Lanna, (ChiengMai, Thailand);

5. Prince Ngua-In (“ໝີງົວໂຕ”) ruled Müang Ayutthaya (Thailand);

6. Prince Lak Kom (“ໝີລັກຄົມ”) went to Khammouan, but they executed him in Pakse; Müang Hongsa (Inthapura), (Shan state, Burma);

7. Prince Chüang or Khun Chet Cheaung (“ໝີເຈຂອງຫຼືເຈຂອດເຈ”) ruled Müang Phuan (Xiang Khuang), which comprised what, was later to be called the Tran Ninh Plateau (northern Annamite Chain) and the valley of the Ngum Rivers to the north and Nhiap Rivers running south to Borikamxay Province, all of which are Mekong River tributaries.

After King or Lord Khun Bôrom was died in 750 A.D. (ພຣະເຈັກໄຮຣົມ), after the Sui Dynasty was collapsed, and T’ang Dynasty (唐朝 "ຣາຊະວົມຖັດ") of Chinese was flourished (600s to 900s), then Chinese armies tried to sack the Nanzhao Kingdom for expansion, but NanChao was rebelled against the Tang Dynasty and defeated many times, due to strongly armies, bolstered by these successes, Nanzhao expanded rapidly, first into Myanmar (Burma), then into the rest of Yunnan, down into northern Laos and Thailand, and finally, north into Sichuan. In 829, Chengdu was taken; it was a great prize, as it enabled NanZhao to lay claim to the whole of Sichuan province, with its rich paddy fields. This was too much for the Tang Dynasty, who lost no time in counterattacking. NanChao was formed Kingdom of Dali (大理國) in 937.

2) Pre-Kingdom of Lan Xang

In A.D 757 after conquered wars in the southern of NanChao Kingdom, Khun Lô (Kolofeng “ຂຸນລໍ”) have found the new capital city of Tai-Lao tribes with less aborigine peoples of aborignines inhabited land, named Swa city or Müang Xwa (Luang Prabang in the present), where located to the abundant plain land near the Mekong river, then King Khun Lô decided to relocated city of the Tai people, and proclaimed city as the new capital, then changed the name to be XiengDong-XiengThong Kingdom (the capital city called Xieng Thong) by the first Lao ruler, King Khun Lô, who have long vision for the Souvannaphoum

---

33 In the story book of Thao Hung, Thao Chuong, the country of Khun-Lo was known as Muong Ka-Long (which in fact came from Kao-Long itself). This terminology has been found in an ancient poem which related the conquest by Khun-Lo of Muong Prakan (XiengKhouang) in Laos today, see also: Maha Sila Viravong (1957), and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, p. 8-9.

34 Maha Sila Viravong (1957), and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, p. 25.
Pāthèt foundered, occupied the region before the arrival of the large group of Tai, Thai, Aiy-Lao, and he has built another royal city, so that he would be far away from the Chinese disturbance. After he resettled the new city, then Tai tribes started to migrate from the north to southwards, Tai, Thai, Aiy-Lao races relocated at the Sawa (Xwa) city, some communities near rivers, along Mekong to the southern, and plateaus both east and west sides of Mekong (called the central part of Suvannaphoum Pāthèt “Land of Glory” region is Mekong Basin in ancient time) prominent kingdoms, such as Dali-Fu, Thaen (Kau Long), Sipsong Panna, SouvannaKhomkham, Candapuri (ViengChan), ViengKham (PhaiNam), Say Fong (or XayPhong), Sikhottabong, Khorath, Champa (Bassac), etc. Where the Tai-Lao mandala reestablished new city in the middle of those cities, named Xiang-Dong Xiang-Thong Realm (its capital Xieng Thong), then Capital city of the Lān Xāng Kingdom in 1353 by the King Chao Fā Ngum Maharaja (reigned 1353–1393), then the capital was moved and proclaimed Vientiane as the new Capital city of the Kingdom in 1560 up to the present by King Xaya-Setthathirath (or Setthathirath I or “แป๋งแซ่ต้าทิรเดี่ยว” in Lao, who reigned two Kingdoms, Lānnā Kingdom in 1546-1547 and Lān Xāng Kingdom in 1548–1571), at which time, Xieng-Dong Xieng-Thong was renamed Luang Prabang up to the present-day.

According to the history of world, and various countries recorded that the various Mongol tribes became effectively consolidated in the huge territory at the beginning of the thirteenth century under a princeling named Temujin (1162-1227), who was acclaimed the universal chief (or Genghis Khan) founder the great Khan (emperor) by his followers in convocation of all the tribes and was elected grand 3rd son (Ögedei Khan 1186-1241) as Second Emperor, then the 3rd Great Khan Emperor Güyük Khan (1206-1248), the 4th Great Khan Mōngke Khan (1209-1259) until the 5th Great Kublai Khan "or King Qubilai (Хубилай хаан in Mongolian or 忽必烈 in Chinese) 1215-1294” who over threw Sung Dynasty, then established the Yuan Dynasty in China (non-Chinese Emperor to conquer all of China). In 1253 the armies of Kublai Khan attacked Kingdom of Dali (former NanChao Kingdom) subdued, collapsed, and incorporated it into the Yuan (Mongol) Chinese empire, which tried to extended the Khan’s territory to the Southeast Asia (Northern provinces of Myanmar, Vietnam and Laos). During the Mongol marched down to the south invade various cities. But, Khmer power was already on the wane, by then both empires fugitives and then perished in 14th century. However, the Tai tribes at that early time did not flee from Chinese rule as a complete group or as an expelled nation, and some parts of the Tai peoples still remained under Chinese-ruled area, mostly in mainland, such Yunnan, Sichuan, Guizhou, Guangxi, Guangdong, Fujian, and extended to some isolated islands (includes Taiwan) in present-day.

At the same destiny, when the other Tai peoples (which scientists believed that the Tai people tend to have Y-DNA haplogroup O2a with moderate frequencies of Y-DNA haplogroups O2a1 and O1) during migration, the name of Tai people known as Tai-Lao or Tai Luang (Great Tai) or Tai Yai (Big Tai) respectively in vary regions (countries) and mixed with the aborigine peoples in local areas (Lawa to Mon, Khmer, etc.) who were identified as Austro-Asiatic, such as ChiangRai, ChiangSaen, Ngoen Yang (City of Souvannakhomkham “a part of

35 The area known as Souvannaphoum Pathet was precisely the area in which two priests, Phra Sonakab and Phra Utarah had first come to preach Buddhism in the year 307 B.C. during the reign of King Asoka Raja. Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, Chapter I (p. 3-5).
37 The inscription is translated in Louis Finot (1903), ‘Notes d’épigraphie: L’inscription sanskrite de Say-Fong’, BEFEO, Vol 3, No 1, pp 18–33. See also Georges Maspéro (1903), ‘Say-Fong: une ville morte’ in the same volume, pp 1–17. Finot argued that ‘if the stele was erected where it was discovered, this would mean that at the end of the twelfth century AD the entire Mekong valley, at least as far as Vientiane, was under the authority of the kings of Cambodia’ (p 18).
the Golden Triangle in present”), Payao, Lamphun, then established of Lān Nā Kingdom (1292-1776), Sukhothai (1238), etc. but became Siamese vassal states, founder Uthong (Ramathibodi I) migrated to Ayutthaya (Aiy-Lao called Lān-phya Kingdom 1350-1767), alongside Chao Phrya River, those all became Siam in 1600s and Thailand 1940s till present time, which mixed with Saa people, became Thai.40 Tai inhabited the Shan Plateau, upper Irrawady valley and other parts of modern-day Myanmar founded the Shan kingdom of Mong Mao (Müang Mao) which existed as early as the 10th century AD, but became a Burmese vassal state during the reign of King Anawrahta of Pagan (1044-1077), Hanthawaddy Pegu (Bago) 1287-1539, and Ava (Inwa) Kingdom (1364-1555) which those kingdoms was united to the Taungoo/Toungoo Dynasty during Bayinnaung’s Empire41 (1551-1581), Konbaung Dynasty (1752), and after three Anglo-Burmese Wars (1824-1885) Burma was ruled by British until independence in 1948 founded the Union of Burma. And Tai Ahom Kingdom or Kingdom of Assam (1228-1826) in Brahmaputra valley (located in Northeast India) which after the first Anglo-Burmese War (1824–1826) and the Treaty of Yandabo in 1826, control of the kingdom passed into British hands (East India Company).

The Kingdom of XiengDong-XiengThong after death of founder King Khoun Lô (Kolofeng “ຂຸ ນລໍ”) in 780, Khun Song who was succeeded him also followed his great father king, and who also cited as being the first of the prehistoric Lao monarchs (the royal families of Laos trace their lineage to him, after King Khun Bôrom) to continued the power of the new kingdom, led his people developed the Rajadharani Sri Sudhana (Müang Sawa or Xua or XiengThong City).

A long list of successors, sometimes numbered at 22 kings42, reigned after King Khoun Lô to 23rd King Fa Ngum. But, there exact relationship and dates are not verifiable, till 1303 when the King Praya Lang was death. His successor, King Souvanna Kamphong (or Khun Luang Fa, so-called Chao Fa Luang Ngoam), he had 2 sons (princes). His grandson, named Chao Fa Ngum, who was born in 1316 and banished during political pressures and unclear conflict in palace, consequently he was exiled to Southern along Mekong River with 33 servants. However, after 30 years he was ascended the throne after a war of succession, and later founded a new dynasty. He continued his military victories throughout his reign, extending his territories and absorbing lesser principalities. A new kingdom known as Lan Xang, came into being, incorporating large parts of present-day Thailand in the west and as far as Champa in the East. His Khmer wife introduced Theravada Buddhism from Ceylon, and Siamese wife, who played de facto ruler or tyranny of the kingdom and many kings of Lan Xang was assassinated during 1428-1438.

3) Kingdom of Lan Xang

**Lān Xāng in Brief:** The location of Lao people where living in the present-day called LanXang Kingdom since 14th century (A.D. 1353) with the wide area about 700,000 km² by King Fa Ngum (or Chao Fa NGum Maharaja “พระเจ้าปู่ปู่ บชิชชู”), till 18th century the reign of the last king of Lān Xāng when Chao Sai Ong Hue, Nephew of the great ruler King Suliyavongsa return from exile in Vietnam (proclaimed his name as King Setthartarat II of Lān Xāng on 1698 – 1706) in 1707 when the Kingdom was split into 2 kingdoms (Vientiane and Luang Prabang), and then broke to 3 kingdoms in 1713 (Vientiane, Luang Prabang, and Champasak) with the intervention of Ayutthya (Siam), then 1779 Siamese troop sacked and

---

40 Condominas, G.L. (1990), *From Lawa to Mon, from Saa’ to Thai: Historical and anthropological aspects of Southeast Asian Social Spaces*, Canberra, Australian national University Press, (This was a translation from an original French text).
41 Who assembled the largest empire in the history of Southeast Asia.
42 http://www.royalark.net/
destroyed Vientiane, taken various intellectual properties, auspicious images, statues of Buddha, including Prabang and Emerald Buddha ‘PraKeo’ to Bangkok, then taken LanXang as protectorates state of Siam, during Siamese king Rama I of Thonburi. After that, LanXang Kingdom was re-established during King Anouvong (Chao Anouvong; 1767-1829) who led the Laotians rebellion from Siam in an attempt to become once again independent from Siam (1826 to 1828), but had been quelled in estimated 24,000 Laotian soldiers perished. Siamese troop captured, burned palaces, city-walls, temples and destroyed everything in Vientiane in the second times, and transported Vientiane citizens and most of the population of the central Mekong to Siam (became 17 Northeastern provinces or Isān of Thailand), laid Vientiane as a deserted city to the ash, as the Siamese King Rama III ordered Vientiane destroyed. But, only one temple, Wat Sisaket was survived, due to unique temple.

Chao Anouvong (ຈ່າຍະວູງ in Lao, or เจ้าอนุวงศ์ in Thai) as the last monarch of the Lān Xāng Kingdom, who succeeded to the throne in 1805 upon the death his brother Chao Intavong, who had succeeded their father Phrachao Siribounyasan.

The recorded history of the Lao begins a hundred years after the fall of Nan Chao, with the reign (1353-73) of Fa Ngum, founder of Lan Xang. Fa Ngum, who according to legend was the 23rd successor of Khun Lô 43, had been exiled while still very young from Müang Swa (prince of Müang Swa) to the Court of Angkor, where he married a Khmer princess. Chao Fa Ngoum was a grandson of King Souvanna Khamphong (20th), prince (son) of Chao Fa Ngiao (21st), and nephew of Chao Fa Kham-Hiao (22nd king of XiengDong-XiengThong). Chao Fa Ngum was born in 1316, then was banished from the palace with 33 servants by boat, float along the Mekong River to the Southern for 1 year reached the Khone Phapheng (waterfall),

prince Fa Ngum lived, studied and spent most of time with a Buddhist Monk Teacher, named Phra Pasmanh in childhood, teenage, and then adult hood, Phra Pasmanh presents Chao Fa Ngum to the Khmer king at Angkor palace (Jayavarman Parameshvara 1327-1353) 44. The Khmer king treats Chao Fa Ngum as if he was Jayavarman own son, and then king presented his daughter (princess) to married with Chao Fa Ngum in 1349.

After death of King of XiengDong-XiengThong Chao Fā Ngiao (Prince of King Souvanna Kamphong), Chao Fa Kham-Hiao (brother), who succeeded the throne of XiengDong-XiengThong and proclaimed him as king, due to late king Chao Fā Ngiao heireless.

After adequately time, Chao Fa Ngum led 10,000 soldiers, which supports from the father-in-law Khmer King, Chao Fa Ngum united isolated cities during subduing and declining of Empire powers, especially to Mongol Yuan Dynasty of China, Pagan Empire of Burma, etc. Chao Fa Ngum fought starts from south to east, and from west reached to the north (includes PakKop, Champa, Sîkhîttabong or KaBong, Candapuri or VienChan, ViengKhrouk, ViengKham or PhaiNam, NongKhanThae, Roy-Et, Khorath, Phuane, Souvannakhomkham, Chiangsaen, Sîpsong Panna, Sîpsong ChuTai), especially to the XiengDong-XiengThong Kingdom, but under ruled by his uncle king (Chao Fa Kham-Hiao), after king’s troop was lost 3 times, consequently king himself was refused to engage and fight with his own grandson in battle, then he committed to suicide with his wife in palace by ate Ngu (traditional poison).

King Fa Ngum: The charismatic King Fa Ngum (1316-1374) or Chao Fa Ngum Maharaja “ພຣະເຈົາມະຫາຣາຊ້ານພູລາວ” was also a warrior, and the greatest king of the Lao empire of Lan Xang Kingdom (瀾沧王國 in Chinese, พระเจ้าฝังกู in Thai, ສະຫະລັດລາວ in Lao), when the Prince Fa Ngum after returned from exile for 30 years in Kingdom of Khmer (Centered at Siem Reap or Angkor of Cambodia) brought with him ten thousands of soldiers to began grouping many Müang (townships) since 1349-1353 along the Mekong River from Southern to Northern and Western to Eastern. Prince Fā Ngum had the great victories on his beloved homeland, reestablished, and unified into the new Kingdom, Lan Xang (or LaneXang, Lān Xāng, or LâanXâang Kingdom) which was founded and proclaimed in 1353 A.D, basing the capital at Xieng-dong Xieng-thong (its capital city was renamed as Luang Prabang “ຫລວງພະບາງ”, meaning "City of the Lord (Buddha) of Fine Gold ຫລວງພະບາງ" or literally: "Royal Buddha Image (in the Dispelling Fear mudra), in recognition of the Phrabang gift received from his majesty Father-in-Law Khmer King), and now known as Luang Prabang (Symbol of the city called Phra Bang). In conclude, King Fa Ngum who is the first heroic king of Lan Xang, neither fear nor surrender to armies, sophisticated in campaign, war, perspicacious, mastery, virtue and venerable for all Lao descendant have to proud, follow, and develop homeland likes the idol king of Lan Xang and Laos in the present. During his reign, King Fa Ngum developed the beloved homeland to affluent, national defense from armies, and dynamic administrative ruler, construction, development and foreign relation were organized.

The legacy of Chao Fā Ngum (Prince of King Fā Ngiao), who is said to have been exiled from Xiang-Dong Xiang-Thong for reasons that are unclear but are quite likely to have included an attempt to seize the throne, either by his father or himself. By one means or another he made his way to Khmer. There at the court of Angkor (in Siem Reap) he eventually obtained (married) a Khmer princess Keo Keng Nya (Princess Kèo Kèngkanya), and an army with

which he fought his way back to Xiang-Dong Xiang-Thong, forcing the scattered various Müangs along his invasion route to accept his suzerainty. Chao Fā Ngum had ridden the white elephants (actually, pink or light red colours) as a symbolic of his military power, which vehicle for campaigning consists of huge number of fierce in strong elephants, horses, and also sophisticated warriors. Then, in the A.D. 1353 became the name of his kingdom, Lān Xāng, means: Land of the Million Elephants (शिस्तन्तनखनहुल् in Pali, Royaume du Million d'Éléphants in French).

The early frontier of Lān Xāng Kingdom after conquered many Kingdoms, zones, and Müangs, although it does not clear as the shifting power and frontiers relatively fluid at that time, new villages were bringing new land under cultivation, and territories was made via agreement, but due to many evidences had burnt, destroyed, and stolen by wars with feudal neighbors. However, area of Lān Xāng in early Kingdom under Empire of King Fā Ngum stipulated more than 700,000 KM² (面积เล่านครโตเล่ากันตวัณวิบูลย์ นั้น'(面积เล่านครโตเล่ากันตวัณวิบูลย์ นั้น) ตีต้า: ผิวที่ทำขึ้นมาจาก ประตูเดช ตีต้า: มีผิวที่เป็นที่ตั้งของ วงกลม แต่ ตีต้าฯ: ไม่มีผิวที่เป็นที่ตั้งของวงกลม, its cover wide area about 3 folds, if compares with remaining land in the present-day, and the Mekong River has flows through the central part of the Kingdom from north to the south. After defeated the Siamese, forced the king of Ayutthaya to promise tribute and hand of his daughter in marriage45, good understanding agreement with the father-in-law Khmer king., and concluded treaties with Đại Việt on frontier: the watershed, and the way house were constructed. If people built their house on piles, they owed allegiance to Lao Lān Xāng; if on the ground to Đại Việt; Territory of Lao kingdom shall include the areas from TonSanSamNga to NamMaSamKheo or from HinSamSao to NamTaowSamKheo; The limitation procedures shall take into account the flow of the rain water from the mountains, that is to say that when it rains, the part of lands covered by the rain water running in the direction of Lao Lān Xāng territory, and the part of lands on which rain water flows in the direction of the Đại Việt territory shall be recognized as part of the Đại Việt dynasty46. By recorded of the Lao history was stipulated the frontiers of Lān Xāng during the reign of Kingdom founder King Fā Ngum Maharaja are as below:

- Sip-Sông Phan-na (Sipsong Banna) and Ciang Hung (modern Yunnan Jinghong) to the north, Yuan Dynasty “元朝” (now is China);
- Xiang Tung (or Kengtung “Kyaintong” in Burmese), Ava Kingdom to the northwest (now in Shan state of Myanmar);
- Sip-Sông Chu-Tai (Diện Biên Phủ) in Trần Dynasty or Đại Việt after invasion47, to the northeast (now in Vietnam);
- Phou Luang (Annamite Chain) mountain with Kingdom of Chăm Pa to the east (now in Vietnam);
- Khorāth plateau to the west (now in the northeastern, so-called Isān region of Thailand);
- Xiang Taeng (‘City of Melons’) or Steung Treng (ស្មែរ ‘River of Reeds’ in Khmer) to the south (now in Cambodia).

46 Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, Chapter V (p. 29); and see also Stuart-Fox, Martin (1996), Buddhist Kingdom Marxist State The Making of Modern Laos, White Lotus Co. Ltd., p. 7.
Perception on LAOS: history, basis, and strengthens for developments

The Basic Polity of the Mandala Government of Lān Xān Kingdom

King Fā Ngum of age 37 was ruled Lān Xān Kingdom, the coronation title of King Somdetch Brhat-Anyā Fa Ladhiraniya Sri Sadhana Kanayudha Maharaja Brhat Rajadharana Sri Chudhana Nega  ‘พระราชินีข้างหลังกษัตริย์’ or Prime Minister ‘อัครมหาขุนนาง’, and other step-mothers, step-uncles, step-brothers had the posts in the government of Lān Xān. Which also said to the principal of new Kingdom polity have put into place the administrative structures that was held together the mandala of Lān Xān Empire, consists of 10 Courtiers ‘คำคมนวนา’ so-called Ministers or Department Secretaries, Staffs ‘สั่งได้.notify Profile ของ ข้าพเจ้า’, and Chao Müangs ‘Chief of Districts or จังหวัด’ in Lao’ throughout the realm in the 5th January 1354, proclaimed at central of Kingdom in XiangThong City ‘Luang Prabang in present’.
The government of King Fā Ngum was developed the ancient Mandala of Aiy-Lao which had symbolic, characteristic and flourished since before migration of Tai tribes, a possibly mythical Tai kings under 3 notions, ① Taoism and Confucianism in that time, ② Brahmanism, and then ③ mixed with Buddhism, so-called Lao Lān Xāng Mandala, which shrouded in mystery and myth as the men of prowess of Aiy-Lao under the law “Hid 12 Khong 14 (hid sip-song khong sip-sii)” means, 12 month-rituals and 14-cutomaries Law).

King Fā Ngum developed the ancient law became the Public Law of Lao Lān Xāng is written in three volumes. The first is called Pra Tam Ra (ພຣະຕຳຣາ), and contains the names, Functions, and Prerogatives of all the officers. The second is instituted, Pra Tam Nan (ພຣະຕຳນານ), and is a collection of the constitutions of the ancient kings, and the third is the Pra Raja BunYhad (ພຣະຣາຊະບັນຍຫທ), wherein are the constitutions of the King’s orders or rules in specific areas (Appoints, dismiss, pardon, and so on) in conclude called Institutions of Lao Lān Xāng Kingdom (ລາວລວມວ່າກົດກະຍາບາງຈາກວ່າກົດງານປົກຄອງ).

Governmental organizations chart during King Fā Ngum’s Administration there are 10 Ministries or 10 Departments, due to the number of Tai-Lao Mandala which was derived and developed from the Khun Bôrom and Khun Lô in ancient time, the administrative heart of the central government was a group of Ten Courtiers’ Organizations of personnel, war, justice, public works, trade, revenue, rites, census, agriculture, and envoys, which saw to the implementation of imperial policies at the local level organized into district and villages.

As for the other cities and territories, he divided them into units knows as Kheuan-Mūang, Kaeng-Mūang and Mūang-Dan (Main City, Supporting City and Outpost City in that order).

Another policies, which stipulated on judgement during the King Fā Ngum reign Kingdom was divided into the upper and lower tiers (so-called central and local in present-day). The severe cases or execution Chao Mūang (Chief of District) has to report to the Jude Chiefs for scrutinize, but another cases Chao Mūang is the judge. The whole tribunal of judicature consists properly only in a single officer named Chao Mūang, seeing that it is the chief or president only that has deliberate voice, after Chao Mūang asked PhorBaan or NaiBān (Chief of Village), witnesses, and that all the other officers have only a consultative voice.

48 Mandala (Sanskrit: मण्डल) is a spiritual and ritual symbol in Hinduism and Buddhism, representing universe as men of prowess, which built concentrations of political, economic and military power, where was borrowed notions of legitimating from Indian religions.
49 The Law of the State is, that all Royal family members, Officers, Monks, Soldiers (includes guards), and Citizens should be hereditary, which developed from laws and rituals was used in Xieng-Dong Xiang-Thong, where the originaly was derived from the Law of Khun Bôrom was anciently at Kingdom of NongSae or Kingdom of NanChao (NanZhao).
50 Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, Chapter V, p. 35.
Celebration was celebrated (after campaigned, wars, and conquered 107 Müang in total) for 7 days on January 1356 at Hua Müang in Chanthaburi City ‘Vientiane in present’ killed 10 elephants, 1,000 cows and 2,000 buffaloes for ceremony). Which was basis used in over the next three and a half centuries, the frontiers of which were established through treaties with surrounding powers (Vietnam, Lānna, and Ayutthaya)\(^{51}\). In the other hand, a French diplomat Monsieur Simon de la Loubère’s view the Law of Laos were as the Tradition is at Siam (Thailand in present), that their Laws and Kings came from Laos\(^{52}\).

King Fa Ngum stayed in Vientiane; King proceeded to the promotion and appointment of his valiant generals and troops as well as the reorganization of his kingdom’s administration. The keynote of the internal policy of the king:

1. There shall be no thieves and no acts of banditry in our in our territory. There shall be no fighting and no unnecessary bloodshed among us all. Disputes shall be thoroughly examined and fairly judged. Life sentences shall be pronounced only as a last resort. Those found guilty shall be jailed and released after they have served their terms in prison, so they can resume their normal activities. There must be people in our land before we can produce the things we need;

2. Our people shall try at all times to avoid disputed and bloodshed and shall cooperate to the best of our ability to defend our territory against aggression from without;

3. Once every two months our people shall be given an audience with me, and our people shall report to me their suffering and successes. Once every three years our people shall come to me at Muong Xieng Thong and we shall together pray to all the guardian spirits of our lands for protection and benedictions. Those who fail in doing so shall be considered as unfaithful and undesirable and shall be punished according to the rules set forth by our great grandfather Chao Fah-Luang-Ngom;

4. Our people shall not make use of any of our subjects against the others for their own purposes, nor commit acts of adultery which are liable to heavy sanctions, and fines (five baths worth). Those found guilty of murder shall receive life sentences;

5. Ransoms shall not be asked from our prisoners of war. The mandarins shall not fine anyone for more than one hundred units, for if they did they themselves should be asked to pay such fines.

Having issued all these orders to his mandarins and subjects, King Fa Ngum returned to Muong Xiang Thong and arrived there on Tuesday, the third of the new moon of the year 1901 B.E. (1357 A.D.).


\(^{52}\) Simon de la Loubère’s (1693), *A new historical relation of the kingdom of Siam*, (pp. 1-9).
His witticism in Lao to all Courtiers, subordinates, and citizens in ancient Lao language:

 podrathawia pho a pho khamhaw na chor
♦ ñamthieatl: yai lao mau a koang.

♦ ñamthieatl: yai lao na phapban, ñaepao a hoxyeubhika, meongybhi lao tiµ kho pho khom lao, ko di khom jhia naa khamhaw yai lao lao yai lao ka pho yai lao, ñai yai lao yai lao koang yai lao koang.

♦ ñamthieatl: di skumhaw akh yai lao, yai lao, yai lao akh yai lao, ko di kho yai lao akh khom, ko di kho yai lao akh kho yai lao, ko di kho yai lao akh kho yai lao, ko di kho yai lao akh kho yai lao.

♦ ñamthieatl: yai lao lao lao yai lao akh kho yai lao lao lao, yai lao lao lao.

♣ ñamthieatl: yai lao lao yai lao akh kho yai lao lao lao, yai lao lao lao, yai lao lao lao, yai lao lao.
list of Lao Monarchs and some Chronology of Lǎn Xāng Kingdom, which The
following is a list of kings of the Lao empire of Lǎn Xāng, founded in 1353 by
King Fā Ngum. The reign of the last king of Lǎn Xāng Empire ends in 1707 (due to
kingdom splits into the separate kingdoms into 2 kingdoms with the intervention of
Ayutthaya, and 3 kingdoms in 1713), after death of King Souringa Vongsa in 1695,
which turmoil and conflict in the court of Lǎn Xāng, till the reigned of king
Setthartharat II in 1706, then the Kingdom was split into 2 kingdoms, Vientiane and Luang
Prabang was separated from Vientiane by the King Kingkitsarat in 1707.
♦ 1353-1372 King Fā Ngum. After death of queen Keo Keng Ya in 1368, then Siames queen Keo Lot Fa dominant in the
palace, who aspiring to the throne of Lan Xang, after abdication King Fā Ngum in 1372 and
died at Müang Nan, although there is no any evidence which does not verifiable the truth
story or situation in the palace was in the chaos and turmoils after death of King Fā Ngum,
his closed nobles, and his Buddhist Monk Prasmanh (Patriarch). Or had recorded, but all
evidences was concealed by Maha Thevi or destroyed during wars with neighboring feudals,
especially with Siam.
♦ 1372 Vutha Singsavaddy (Acting King).
♦ 1373-1417 King Sāmsaenthai or Chao Oun Heuan or Chao Oun Müang (son of King Fā
Ngum father, with Khmer Queen Keo Keng Nya, mother who died in 1368). The origin of
the name Samsenethai is thought to be a reflection of the political and social upheaval
occurring within the area at the time of his rule. Samsenethai literally means "Lord of
300,000 Tai" thus reflected the result of the census conducted in his reign. It is unclear
whether the census included the entire population or just men capable of bearing arms.
There is also discussion as to whether during this period, the terms "Tai", "Thai" and "Lao"
were interchangeable, whether "Thai" was used in his name to refer to the fact that the
census included all Tai groups (so-called strategic name of Lao King at that time). For the
duration of 43 year reign, Lǎn Xāng did not fight a single battle and many laws, especially to
Administrative was invented, reformed, and developed to sustaining Fā Ngum's power, the
Great King of Lǎn Xāng.
♦ 1417-1428 King Lǎn Khamdeng.
♦ In 1428-1438 period of confusion, the power behind the throne during 10 years was in
behind the scenes of crisis, looms as the scheming female intruding in the male domain in
the court of Lǎn Xāng succession after death of King Lǎn Khamdeng, some scholars also
vary examines to the name of Nang Maha-Thevi , means “great queen, which honorary title
reserved for the widowed queen”, suspected such as Ayutthayan faction Keo Lot Fa
(stepmother of King Samsaenthai ‘ ປະເມືອງຊາດ ແຫ້ໄຊ້ ’54). Noy Hong Hieo (First
queen ‘ ປະເມືອງຊາດ ແຫ້ໄຊ້ ’55), Ketkeo Kesi (younger sister ‘ ປະເມືອງຊາດ ແຫ້ໄຊ້ ’56), or Nang Keo Phimpha (his daughter)57, however in Laos society looms and schemed Maha Thevi as story,
Phi Kong Koi (Phi means, spirit or ghost), who drinks the blood of those she enthral,
discarding their drained and broken bodies on the banks of rivers, the circumstances which
tyranny and perfidy of a female, who the de facto ruler of the kingdom and disturbances
called Maha Thevi, who making and murdering succession kings of Lǎn Xāng such as: 1
king Phommathat (1428-1429) soon became dissatisfied with his performance as king in 10
months and then she planned to have him executed to death, then 2 king KhamTum (Nang

53 Stuart-Fox, Martin concluded Maha Thevi is Ayutthayan queen Keo Lot Fa (Siames), see WHO WAS MAHA THEVI? The
54 Amphay Doré. "Aux sources de la civilisation Lao (Contribution ethno-historique à la connaissance de la culture Louang-
56 Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, p. 41.
57 Le Boulanger identified her as the eldest daughter of King Sam Sen Thai, see Histoire du Laos Français, 1931, p. 59.
Keo Phimpha’s son) succeeded him in 1429, but after 5 months on the throne he was forced to abdicate, ③ king MeunSai, also called Youkhon (1429-1430) the second son of the late king Samsaenthai, king ruled for 6 months, escaped from palace, but was killed, ④ king KoneKham (1430-1432) son of late King Samsaenthai, ruled for 1 year and half ⑤ king Khaiy Buaban (grandnephew of late King Samsaenthai) ruled XiangKhaiy (Phrya XiangKhaiy) ruled for 3 years, but was killed at the Sobkham, ⑥ king Kham Tam Sa (1432) Phrya Park-Houiy-Luang, ruled 8 months, then escaped from the palace, ⑦ king LueSai (1432-1433) former name is Thao Lue-Sai (Phrya Meaun Ban Kabong), called Phrya Mueun Ban, ruled 6 months, but he chose to commit suicide rather than be killed by Maha Thevi, he died in the palace, ⑧ King Khai Bua Ban (1433-1436) grandson of late King Samsaenthai, he ruled for 3 years, but was assassinated, and ⑨ king Khong Kham or Khamkeut (Kham-Kert) ruled from 1436-1438 (son of female-attendant in the palace), he claimed to be a reincarnation of late King Samsaenthai. His reign was ended by his death, after ruled for 2 years from a fit in 1438. Consequently circumstance, the nobles had the wicked that female who named Maha Thevi (her age of 95) and her husband arrested them, and then put both to death.

♦ In 1438-1441 Interregnum time.
♦ 1441-1478 King Chaiyachakkaphat Phaenphee (Sao Tiakaphat) or Chao Saya-Chakkaphat (in 1456 Phra Chao Saya-Chakkpaphat Phaenpheo) was a prince VangBuri, son of late king Samsaenthai. At the coronation ceremony of Phra Chao Saya-Chakkphaphat Phaenphee, it was said that King Phra Inh-Raja of Si-Ayudhaya sent a large contribution of gifts and other valuables58.
♦ In 1478-1479 Vietnamese under Lê Dynasty (Nhà Hậu Lê 1428-1788 during Chinese Ming Dynasty 4th dominant of Vietnam) invasion of Lān Xāng.
♦ 1478-1485 King Souvanna BanLang (Then Kham), who defeated Vietnamese troops among their 4000 soldiers, only 600 survived fled back to Vietnam.
♦ 1485-95 King Lahsaentai Phouvanart.
♦ 1495-97 King Visounarat (uncle acting for King SomPhou).
♦ 1497-1500 King SomPhou (Samphou), but 3 years later he died.
♦ 1500-1520 King Visounarat (Vixunraraja).
♦ 1520-1548 King Phothisarat.
♦ 1548-1571 King Setthathirat (King Xaya-Setthathirath or King Setthathirath I reigned two Kingdoms, Lānnā Kingdom in 1546-1547 and Lān Xāng Kingdom in 1548–1571), during his reign the kingdom’s royal seat was based in Xieng-Thong city, then was renamed Luang Prabang when the Capital moved from Luang Prabang to Vieng Chan (Vientiane was proclaimed as the Royal Capital of Lān Xāng Kingdom) in 1560.
♦ 1572-1574 after circumstance Xaya-Setthathirath was lost during campaign rebels in Mūang OngKarn (now called Attapeu), then Phrya Saensourin Thaleuxay or Jarn Chan from NongKhaiy or Phrya Yhot Lue Kian (acting King of Lān Xāng for Prince Grandson Noh Meung of the King Xaya-Setthathirath) after inflicted and killed Phrya ChanKongNang, then proclaimed himself as the Regent ‘ الأساسيةการปกครอง’ and rule as king of Lān Xāng in the 1st reign. But, during his reign, 1574 Burmese invaded kingdom in 2nd time (Lān Xāng under Burmese sovereignty), and arrested Lān Xāng Royalties, including King NohMeung to Irrawaddy of Toungoo Dynasty ‘ الأساسيةการปกครอง’.
♦ 1575-1579 Maha Ou phahat (Phra Oupraraja Voravanso) younger brother of King Xaya-Setthathirath (ruled under Burmese sovereignty).

58 Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, p. 43.
1580-1582 King Saensurin Thaleuxay ruled again after expelling the Burmese (after death King Bayinnuang in 1581), Phrya Saensurin Thaleuxay for a brief period of time changed name to King Soumangkhra Aiyako Phothisadh.

1582-1583 Phrya Nakhon Noi (son of Phrya Soumangkhra Aiyako Phothisadh) ruled less than 1 year. During his reigned, citizen does not happy, then deposed.

In 1583-1591 vacant period.

1591-1596 King Nohkeo Koumanh (or Phrya NohMeung, youngest son of King Xaya-Setthathirath, whom was arrested in Iraawady of Toungoo Dynasty since 2nd time of invasion), king NohKeo Koumanh died in 27 years old).

1596-1622 King Voravongsa Thammikarath (Phra VoraPita).

1622-1623 King MomChai (Ouphayouvarat).

In 1622-1627 Ong Lor (ruled Sikhottaboura raja) or Phrya Bandit Phothisaraja or Phrya Mahanam age 71.

1627-1628 King MomKeo or MormKeo (son of late king Voravongsa Thammikarath), and he had two sons as Prince ToneKham and Prince Vichai.

1628-1633 King Tonekham (had 3 sons: Somphou, BounSou, and Souriyavongsa).

1633-1637 King Vichai.

1637-1694 King Souriyavongsa Thammikaraja (or King Sourigna Vongs or PhraChao Ong Luang) the greatest and last king of Lān Xāng, claimed the throne and re-established the independence of the kingdom. He established cordial relations with the Siamese King Narai at Ayutthaya, and this alliance was strong enough to ward off the Burmese and the Vietnamese for many years. Under his rule the kingdom became increasingly prosperous, and Viang Chan was endowed with many temples and palaces (of which few survive). The city became a great centre of Buddhist scholarship, with monks coming from Siam and Cambodia to study in its Wats (schools in temples). King Sourigna Vongs had a son and a princess (Prince named Chao Ratsabout, who was executed by king himself under strictly for adultery, against the Law of Lao Lān Xāng Mandala, and a daughter, named Princess SoumangKhala, who fled to Ayutthaya and 3.000 followers (including the Abbot Yodkeo Wat Phon Smek) in February 1686, after his father ordered execution because he was found to be co-habiting with his half-sister with their full knowledge), and 2 daughters, Koumari (Hongkham), and Princess SoumangKhala (Chao Fa Nying), who had 2 sons OngLo and NohKasat.

Before Chao Ratsabout was executed, Crown prince Ratsabout already married to princess ChanthaKummari was a sister of prince Inthakumman in province ChiangRung both they escaped here to Lān Xāng during the Haw war in the meanwhile prince Inthakumman took Lao girl than married her and they had a son as OngNok (Mom Noy), but Crown prince Ratsabout with princess Chanthakummari had 2 sons as prince Kingkitsarat and prince Inthasom.

The LānXāng Kingdom during King Souringna Vongsa “ພະເຈົ່າສະຫຼາດສາທິກະດາສາດ” reigned for 57 years, it considered the golden age of LānXāng in terms of territory, prestige and power. He ascended to the throne in 1637 after the nobles elected him over his two older brothers. He assured stability by immediately banishing any possible rivals, sending one of his brothers to Vietnam and the other one into a solitary priesthood, and sending his cousins west, towards Siam. He was a strict and austere monarch, and ran the country according to firm laws. He was greatly respected as a ruler, and within five years of his ascension, his reputation reached the Dutch representatives of the Dutch East India Company who were in Phnom Penh. The Jesuit Giovanni Maria Leria arrived in Vientiane at the same time as the Dutch merchants 1641 and received the first European envoys into Laos. Much of what we know about seventeenth-century Laos comes from the descriptions
of these visitors. Despite the disruptions that spanned the period from King Sayasettathirath’s death to Sourigna Vongsa's ascension, LānXāng (but some Envoys called Langsiangh59, likes Jeremias van Vliet), as Laos was called, apparently recovered very quickly. Both Van Wyystoff, the Dutchman, and Leria, who spent 6 years in Laos, were impressed with the nation's prosperity. Van Wyystoff noted the great number of monasteries and the monks, "more numerous than the soldiers of the King of Prussia." In contrast to his friend Narai, however, who received ambassadors with great pomp, wore splendid and elaborate vestments and enjoyed the use of the finest foreign luxuries—velvets and rich Persian carpets, Sourigna Vongsa wore no crowns, and preferred sitting on reed mats. Though the mats of Lan Xang, were evidently more beautiful than they are today; de Marini writes of them, for example, that "the weaving is so delicate and the ornamentation with patterns and various leaf-works so well done that, in my opinion, there is nothing more beautiful and more pleasing to the eye;" it is apparent from the accounts of the foreign visitors that the great king lived a far from decadent life. Rather, they noted that he distributed his wealth in the service of religion. John Philip de Marini, who recorded and published Leria's visit, noted that monks went from Siam to Laos "as to University." The support of a large idle population, the monkhood, which harmed Laos' national economic development, nevertheless impressed both visitors. The first chapter of Marini's account is subtitled, The Greatness, Riches and Power of Laos. Both described the free market and flourishing trade, which supplied Europe with gum benzoic, lac, musk ("the first musk that has appeared in Europe from this part of the world." - de Marini) and other products, and so on which they noted about Laos, such as Palace, houses, temples, etc.

The administration during King Sourigna Vongsa, many laws, rules, and palacesociety’s’ rituals was stipulated under the Law of Lao LānXāng Mandala (ພັດທະນາກົດປົກກົງພຣະເພງລາວຂອງພຣະຣາຊະອານາຈັກ), มีການແບ່ງການບໍລິຫານສ່ວນກາງແລະສ່ວນທິດຖິງອອກເປັນ7ແຂວງແລະອື່ນໆອີກ.

After death of King Sourigna Vongsa in 1694 with was heirless, this was a chaotic time in LānXāng history where it completely collapsed with the kingdom splitting into 2 kingdoms (1707) and 3 kingdoms (1713) and was sacked and collapsed as Siamese vassal kingdoms (Siamese troop invaded since 1777-1779) and brought under Siamese control.

♦ 1695 King Phrya Muang Chan [Tian Thala] distinguished noble family unconnected to the Royal Family, he seized the throne, but ruled only 6 months.
♦ 1695-1696 King Ong Lo.
♦ 1696-1698 King Nan Tharat.
♦ 1698-1706 King Chao Sai Ong Hue, who proclaimed himself King Setthathirath II.

Chao Sai Ong Hue spent most of his early years as a prince of the royal house in exile at Hue (Vietnam) while his uncle King Suliyavongsa was King of LānXāng. His father Prince Som Phou fled to Vietnam upon the placement by the nobles of his younger brother Prince Suliyavongsa as King of LānXāng.

Upon the death of King Suliyavongsa, a person of Noble blood but with no royal lineage named Tian Thala (Phrya Muong Chan) ascended to the thrown. Tian Thala was killed by soldiers of Prince Ong Lo. Then, in 1696 he was challenged by Prince Nan Tharat (son of Chao Pu, younger brother of late King Sourigna Vongsa), Chao Nan Tharat based his claim on his grandfather who was King Vichai, an uncle of Chao Sourigna Vongsa.

59 Vliet, J.V. (1633, 1692, and 1910), Description of the Kingdom of Siam, Translated by Ravenswaay, L.F.V. (1910), p. 34-35.
However, Chao Nan Tharat failed to build up any substantial support and invalidate legitimise. Therefore, Chao Sai Ong Hue (son of Chao Som Phou, eldest brother of late King Sourigna Vongs) came from Vietnam to attacked Vientiane, by with the aid of Vietnamese forces ousted King Nan Tharat, then took the thron as king and secured the city. In 1700 Chao Sai Ong Hue declared himself as King Sethathirath II, and in 1705 he moved the Prabang Buddha, sacred religious statue and symbol of royalty, from Luang Prabang to Vientiane. King Sethathirath II sent his brother to take the northern city of Luang Prabang from his cousin Prince Kitsarath, grandson of late King Suliyavongsa who refused to recognize his authority. Prince Kitsarath asked for assistance from the Siamese King and was granted independence from LānXāng, which divided into rival kingdoms at Vientiane (ViengChan) and Luang Prabang during his reign.

While the Cousin of Prince Kinkitsarath, another grandson of Suliyavongsa, Prince Nohkasat saw the opportunity to break away from LānXāng to the South, also granted independence from Siam to form the kingdom of Champasak, which further divided the Vientiane Kingdom.

King Sethathirat II (ruled since 1698-1730) had issue: three sons and one daughter. 1) Prince (Sadet Chao Fa Anga) Lankaya [Ong-Long], who succeeded as H.M. Samdach Brhat Chao Dharma Adi Varman Maha Sri Ungalankaya Chandrapuri Sri Sadhana Kanayudha, King of Lang-Xang Vientiane. 2) Prince (Sadet Chao Fa Anga) Bunya [Ong-Bun], who succeeded as H.M. Samdach Brhat Chao Maha Sri Bunyasena Jaya Setha Adiraja Chandrapuri Sri Sadhana Kanayudha [Bunsan], King of Vientiane. 3) Prince (Sadet Chao Fa Jaya) Guangnaya [Khuang-Na] who was appointed as Viceroy with the title of Samdach Brhat Chao Maha Uparaja 1730. 1) A daughter. m. 1699, Phra Chao Sarasak, Upayuvaraja of Ayudhya, son of Phra Phetraja, King of Ayudhya 1684–1698.

After separated Kingdom of Lān Xāng during 18th century, there are 3 kingdoms, as below:

(1) Kingdom of Vientiane or ViengChan (1707-1828)
Kingdom of Vientiane was formed in 1707 as a result of the split of the Kingdom of Lān Xāng. The Kingdom lasted until 1828 when it was annexed by Siam.
Kings of Vientiane Kingdom:
- King Sethathirath II (1707-1730);
- King Ong Long (1730-1767)
- King Ong Bun (1767-1778) (1st reign)
- King Supho or Phraya Supho (Siamese governor)
- King Ong Bun (1780 - November 1781) (2nd reign);
- King Nanthasen (21 November 1781-January 1795);
- King Intharavong (2 February 1795- 7 February 1805) (crowned on 23 July 1795);
- King Chao Anouvong, so-called King Sethathirath III (7 February 1805-12 November 1828).

(2) Kingdom of Luang Prabang (1707-1946)
When the kingdom split, the Kingdom of Luang Phrabang was so weak that it was forced to pay tribute to various times to the Siamese, Burmese and Vietnamese. After a particularly destructive attack by the Black Flag wing of the Chinese Haw in 1887, the Kingdom of Luang Phrabang chose to accept French protection.
Kings of Luang Phrabang Kingdom:
- King Kitsaraja (1707-1713);
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− King Ong Kham (1713-1723);
− King Ang or King Inthasen (1723-1749);
− King Inthara Vongsa (1749);
− King Inthaphom (1749);
− King Sotika Koumane (1749-1768);
− King Suriy Vongsa II (1768-1788);
− Siam occupation (1788-1792)
− King Anurutha (3 February 1792-1794) 1st reign;
− Siam occupation (2 June 1794)
− King Anurutha (2 June 1794 - 31 December 1819) (2nd reign)
− King Manthaturath (31 December 1819-7 March 1837) (Regent for Anurutha from 1817 until 31 December 1819; lives as a monk in Bangkok from 1825 until 1826, leaving Luang Phra Bang to be administered by Thai officials)
− King Unkeo (1837-1838) (Regent);
− King Sukha-Serm or Chao Sukha-Seuôm (1838-23 September 1850);
− King Chantha-Kuman (23 September 1850-1 October 1868)
− King Oun Kham (1 October 1868-15 December 1895); ruled under the French.
− King Zakarine or King Kham Souk (15 December 1895-25 March 1904); ruled under the French and who pushed for independence.
− King Sisavang Vong (26 March 1904-27 August 1946), king under the French, and who, when France granted Laos independence, became king of the whole country.

**King Sisavang Vong was officially King of Laos from 15 September 1945**

(3) **Kingdom of Champasak (1713-1946)**

Champasak broke away from Kingdom of Lān Xāng in 1713 after Luang Prabang (1707) and this established the Kingdom of Champasak. The Kingdom was transformed into a principality in 1904, and continued to exist until 1946, when the Kingdom of Laos was formed.

Kings of Champasak Kingdom:
− King Nan Rath or Soysysamouth (1700-1713);
− King Nokasat (1713-1738);
− King Saya Kuman (1738-1791) (regent for Nokasat from 1725 until 1738);
− King Xiang Keo (1791);
− King Fay Na (1791-1811);
− King Nor Mūang (1811);
− King Cha Nou (1811-1813);
− King Ma Noi (1813-1819);
− Siamese-Vietnamese occupation (December 1819 - 1821)
− King Rajabud Yo (1821-1827);
− King Hui (1827-1840);
− King Nak (1840-1851) (Regent for Hui to 1840);
− King Boua (1851 - 1852 (Regent);

− Siamese occupation (1852-1856)
− King Kham Nai (1856-1858);
− King Chu (1858-1860) (Regent);
− Siamese occupation (1860-1863)
During turmoil

For much of its history, Laos has been under the thumb of its neighbors - at various times such as the Chinese, Khmer, Burmese, Vietnamese, and Siamese (Thai), and west colonial since early settlement in China and inhabited in the new territory, by then established community as kingdoms, but those kingdoms was already oppressed and perished by them.

Laos sunk into the darkness, and under feet of foreigner powers, more than 2 centuries (240 years), 28 years by Vietnamese, 14 by Burmese, 116 by Siamese, 61 by French, 21 years domination of US secret war, and civil-wars (so-called period of Zero or Empty of Laos) since after ends of Lān Xāng Kingdom with isolation to 3 kingdoms, the rival, and closed feudal neighbor saw this chance to captured and sacked to 3 kingdoms. Neither Lao king had the means to object nor longer, did particularly Kingdom founder Chao Fā Ngum’s mighty nation for 3 centuries, but came to the darkness and inglorious end. In 1763 came the greatest Burmese invasion yet seen, all Lao lands were conquered, including Siam fell (Ayutthaya 1767), but the Siamese staged an almost immediate recovery. Then, Siamese attacked the isolated 3 kingdoms of former LanXang, and took Laos to the annexed under Siamese since 1777 (Siamese troop invaded and devastated Laos since 1777-1779) which brought under Siamese control over Laos till 1893 when it became part of the French Indochina. In addition, during domination of alien’s powers, Laos was still invaded by Burmese, Chinese gangs from Souther China “Haws or Hos”, Annam “Vietnamese” and took control northern Laos).

Thus, when King Anouvong (1767-1829) King of Vientiane (Vieng Chan), who came to the throne in 1804, after he’ve seen many Laotians was killed, tortured by Siamese, and injected number to the body of every Laotians as slave census, there for he began to rebuild his kingdom’s strength, treated country, and campaigned all Lao people to cracked the yoke and oppression of Siam; The secret of this mission, King Anouvong was campaigned via poem San Leup Pasun (San Leup Borsoun) “means, Extinguishing the Brilliance of the Sun” which Siamese didn’t know the meaning. Although Chao Anouvong led the Laotian rebellion against from Siam Kingdom 1826-1828 in attempt to become once again independent, but one again 1827 Siamese, in counterattack, captured and sacked Vientiane, and transported most of the
population of the central Mekong region across the river into what was later to become northeastern Thailand, or Isaan. By 1828 the rebellion had been quelled. An estimated 24,000 Laotians perished as did some 7000 Siamese. Le Boulanger, Paul gave comments that the annals of Vientiane for the eighteen to early nineteenth centuries were completely destroyed and burnt everything by ordered the Siamese king in 1828. With the collapse of Chao Anouvong’s rebellion, the independence of Laos came to an end. The precious Buddha idols “Prabang (Phra Bang Image)”, “Prakeo (Emerald Buddha Statue)” and others valuables were taken to Bangkok, Chao Anouvong and all Lao loyalties was died as torture prisoner in 1829. During under Siamese domination Laotians in many parts from eastern to western, and from southern to north also tried to fight for liberty, such as Monks, Sa Khiat Ngong, and so on.

After that, French colonial invaded the region, Laos was became a protectorate of France in 1893 alongside with Cambodia and Vietnam, so-called French Indochina (during Auguste Jean-Marie Pavie). Many Lao ethnic rebellion groups tried to protect their basic rights as human being and also Lao citizen on the land of Laos, but was oppressed and killed. Such a revolt of Ong Keo (or Ong Kaeo) a self-proclaimed phū mī bun (holy man) who led a messianic cult; Ong Kommadam lieutenant Khmu, and other ethnic groups, Hmong, Tai, Lao, Thai, Lue, etc. prominent patriotic leaders, led by teacher Kham, Chao Muong Sing, Chao Fa Pachay, etc. Also called Laotians who love their homeland throughout country had fought for their freedom and release Laos from the invaders, but those troops was quelled by French armies.

During World War II, when Japanese spreads power in Asia, Laos might have drifted along as a pleasant backwater of the French Empire indefinitely had it not been for outside events that impacted nation sharply from 1940 onwards. In 1932, Plaek Phibunsongkhram, prime minister of Siam, overthrew the king and established his own fascist government in the country, which he later renamed Thailand (in 1939) with plans to unify all Tai peoples, including the Lao, under one nation. Following the Fall of France in June 1940, Laos came under the administration of the Axis-puppet Vichy France government along with the rest of French Indochina and the government was under Japanese supervision. In August 1940, an Axis-aligned Thailand attacked the eastern banks of the Mekong between Vientiane and Champassak Province. Both forces would later declare war and despite French victories, the Japanese government mediated a ceasefire and compelled the French colonial government to cede Champassak Province and Luang Prabang in Laos and Battambang Province in Cambodia to Thailand. These provinces would later be returned to their respective nations by Thailand after France threatened to block Thai entry into the United Nations following World War II.

In order to maintain support and expel both the Japanese and Thai, colonial governor Jean Decoux encouraged the rise of the Lao nationalist movement, the Movement for National Renovation, which sought to defend Lao territory while paradoxically, acknowledging French rule and support. The group also published a propaganda newspaper, Grand Laos, slamming Thai and Japanese policies over the Lao people and the ceded lands. In the south of the country, the Lao-Seri movement was formed in 1944 which unlike the Movement for National Renovation, was not supportive of the French and declared a "Laos for Laotians" policy aimed at achieving outright independence.

In March 1945, Laotian insurgency against the Japanese, Led by Crown Prince Savang Vatthana, Laotian insurgents challenged Japanese forces by carrying out attacks on Japanese officials and troops in Laos and many Lao died fighting with the French resistance against the Japanese occupiers60. Japan continued to directly rule Laos despite constant civil unrest against

---

60 Carine Hahn (1999), *Le Laos*, Karthala, p. 82-86.
it until it was forced to withdraw from the nation in August 1945, less than a month before it would fully surrender to the Allies.

To seeking the independence from invaders, following Japan's expulsion from Laos, Colonel Hans Imfeld of the provisional French government, entered Luang Prabang with a French-Lao force and freed French prisoners and Vientiane was later reoccupied. At the same time, Viet Minh forces fighting for Vietnam's independence from France enlisted a number of Lao to resist French rule\textsuperscript{61}. Laos declared its independence in 1945, Prince Phetsarath, who aligned with the Viet Minh later, declared the French protectorate over Laos abolished and supported nationalist independence movements, particularly the Lao Issara. But, after declared independence on 12\textsuperscript{th} October 1945 does not longer, French under Charles de Gaulle reasserted control Laos again in 1946 with bloody of Lao people. In order to avoid direct war with Laotian forces as in Vietnam, France agreed to proclaim Laos a self-governing state within the French Union in 1949. Following France's defeat at the Battle of Điện Biên Phú in 1954, Laos was granted independence at the Geneva Conference in September of the same year\textsuperscript{62}, then led to French had to withdraw from the region, then Laos has turmoil with civil war and unrest in politic and coalitions when intervened from outside powers attempted to devastate communist by wars and 3 million tons of bombs and mines, chemical weapons, high techniques armed forces, with huge amount, Hmong CIA as secret armies, allies troops, mercenaries supplied from a thai, Vietnam, South Korea, and so on. Thus, pity Laotians devastate and pressured from wars till 1975 the U.S was pulled out from the region after Vietnam War finished.

The losts and lives from wars and invasion, it cannot calculate to amounts and numbers in 20 centuries past, many Lao peoples of various ethnic groups who sacrificed their lives, personal interest, and their happy lives for the cause of the revolution, rebellion, and fighting for protected the homeland, devoted lives with no surrender till death, and seeking freedoms to develop the country of Laos; multi-ethnic Laotians had to left the motherland, were refugees and aliens to save lives and migrated to various countries in many parts of over around the world; however, Laos still maintain Laos, which never perish from the map of this blue planet.

---

\textsuperscript{61} Philippe Franchini (1988), \textit{Les Guerres d'Indochine}, tome 1, Pygmalion-Gérard Watelet, p. 250

Auguste Pavie (1847-1925) et Pierre Lefèvre-Pontalis à Luang Prabang (1867-1887) during French expedition to Laos, after already control Vietnam, and Siam must now deal with France. In 1890 French colonial rule of Laos begins, French-Siam atreaty is concluded in 1983 that acknowledges French control over Mekong territory; 1930 France officially designates Laos as a French colony, and during 1940-1945 all Lao territories west of the Mekong (17 Provinces) are given to Siam (Thailand) up to the present.

Pavie went on to become consul in 1889 and consul general in 1891. In 1887, Luang Prabang was sacked by Chinese and T'ai bandits, hoping to liberate the brothers of their leader Đèo Văn Trị, held prisoner by the Siamese (On 7 June 1887 the Lao royal capital was seized and sacked); Pavie prevented the capture of the ailing local ruler King Oun Kham by ferrying him away from the burning city to safety in Bangkok, Siam, thereby winning his gratitude and building his trust in French colonial plans, which were to be one of Pavie's major preoccupations from 1888 onwards. Pavie subsequently established friendly relations with Đèo Văn Trị, negotiating the release of his brothers; as a result a protectorate treaty was signed with the French in 1889 making Đèo Văn Trị Lord of Lai Chau, the main town in the feudal Black River region of Tonkin that he controlled. Pavie referred to this kind of diplomacy as la conquête des coeurs [the winning of hearts], which became the title of his autobiography.

In 1892 he became resident minister in Bangkok, and played an important role in the gunboat diplomacy of the Franco-Siamese War in 1893, which resulted in the establishment of the French protectorate over Laos.

---

64 Ooi, Keat Gin (2004), *Southeast Asia: A Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor*.
Auguste Jean-Marie Pavie, during "Missions Pavie" conducted over the 16 year period 1879-1895 during which Pavie, accompanied by his assistants, would explore the whole Indochinese Peninsula.

Territorial conflict in the Indochinese peninsula for the expansion of French Indochina led to the Franco-Siamese War of 1893. In 1893 the French authorities in Indochina used border disputes, followed by the Paknam naval incident (July 1893, French warships bombarding the Siamese fort), to provoke a crisis. French gunboats appeared at Bangkok, and demanded the cession of Lao territories east of the Mekong River. King Chulalongkorn appealed to the British, but the British minister told the King to settle on whatever terms he could get, and he had no choice but to comply. Britain's only gesture was an agreement with France guaranteeing the integrity of the rest of Siam.
In exchange, Siam had to give up its claim to the Thai-speaking Shan region of north-eastern Burma to the British, and cede Laos to France.

Courtesy by http://savannanet.com
III Kingdom of Laos

The Kingdom of Laos ‘ພຣະ>Loading’ was a sovereign state under Monarchs (King Sisavang Vong, latter King Sissavang Vatthana) and administrative by the Royal Government of Laos (RGL) with multiple political parties from 15th September 1945 (after World War II) and 1953 (after French Indochina Protectorate) until 2nd December 1975 when the Pathet Lao (means, Land of Laos, patriotism movement) overthrew the Royal Lao Government and established the Lao People's Democratic Republic (LAO PDR up to the present). Given self-rule in 1949 as part of a federation with the rest of French Indochina, the 1953 Franco-Lao Treaty finally established a sovereign, independent Laos, but did not stipulate who would rule the country. In the years that followed, three groups led by the so-called Three Princes, contended for power: the neutralists under Prince Souvanna Phouma, the right-wing party under Prince Boun Oum of Champassak, and the left-wing Lao Patriotic Front, called the Neo Lao Hak Sat (NLHS) under Prince Souphanouvong and future Prime Minister Kaysone Phomvihane.

The earliest of Royal Government of Laos was led by Prince Phetsarath Rattanavongsa (1890–1959) or Somdej Chao Maha Oupahat Pethsarath Rattanavongsia (Viceroy or Vice-King Phetsarath Rattanavongsa, the first and last vice-king of the Kingdom of Laos). Chao Phetsarath was the First Prime Minister of the Royal Laos Kingdom since 1942, but officially from 15 September to 14 October 1945.

Maha Oupahat Phetsarath is known as a colonial modernizer and anti-colonial nationalist; several western writers acknowledge him as the ‘father of Lao nationalism’ and as ‘the seminal figure in the development of Lao nationalism’⁶⁶, yet it is surprising how little attention has actually been paid to understanding the man, his ideas and his contributions to the making of modern Laos. An unsigned, hagiographical account of the Prince was published in Thai in 1956. Entitled ‘Iron man of Laos’, it publication coincided with Phetsarath’s return from exile in 1957. More recently, Lao authorities allowed the sale of a biography of Phetsarath, penned years ago by his long-time associate, Maha Sila Viravong, it has subsequently been translated into Thai and German⁶⁷. While the historical value of these two biographies is undeniable, both accounts were written decades ago by actors close to the Prince and sympathetic to his ideas⁶⁸, and also not surprisingly in Lao societies almost respects him, although he have been pass away (brain hemorrhage) half century already, but in part because of his popularity and in part because of his perceived saksit powers (originate in the animist sect), many Lao people still hangs his pictures in their homes, good-luck charms for whom believes possessed magical powers are widely popular in Laos, also in his homeland Luang Prabang, and the compound of his palace (called hotel XiengKeo) where I’ve visited in 2010 and impressed, the old palace itself has been renovated and transformed to be the museum.

---

Chao Phetsarath established the system of ranks and titles of the civil service, promotion and pension plans, and created a Lao consultative assembly, reorganized the king's Advisory Council. Phetsarath reorganized the administrative system of the Buddhist clergy, and established a system of schools for educating monks in Pali. He created the Institute of Law and Administration to train entry level officers (Samien) who would then move up the ladder as Phouxouei, Chao Meuang, and Chao Khoueng successively. He set up rules to reward, reassign, and promote deserving civil servants, and created the judicial system, including civil and penal codes.

King is the Head of State (King Sisavangvong), Aministrated by the Prime Minister, the first royal government of Laos Kingdom, led by Prime Minister Phetsarath Rattanavongsa, so-called Council of Ministers President, the executive organizations (departments, although there has been a recent tendency to use the term ‘departments’, but Laotian usually called ‘Ministries’) which consists of 11 Ministries were:

1. Ministry of Interior;
4. Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
5. Ministry of Justice, Culture, Sports and Youth;
6. Ministry of Finance, Agriculture, and National Economy;
7. Ministry of National Education and Fine Arts;
8. Ministry of Public Health;
9. Ministry of Public Welfare and Veterans Affairs;
10. Ministry of Information, Propaganda, and Tourism;
11. Ministry of Reconstruction and Urbanization;

Names of Provincial level:
1. Vientiane;
2. NamTha Province;
3. PhongSaly Province;
4. SamNeua Province;
5. Luang Prabang Province;
6. XiengKhuang Province;
7. Xayaboury Province;
8. Khammuane Province;
9. Savanhnakhet Province;
10. Saravane Province;
11. Attapeau Province; [and]
12. Champasak Province.

The local administration, there are 4 tiers: Province, District, TaSaeng (sub-District), and Villages.

Prince Phetsarath played a dominant role in Lao politics before and after the Japanese occupation, head the Lao Issara [Free Laos or Lao nationalists or Lao Nationalism], on 8 April 1945 Japanese forced King Sisavang Phoulivong (Sisavangvong 1885-1959) declared Lao independence from French Indochina (during Japanese domination大東亜共栄圏 ‘Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere’), by then Japanese surrendered to Allies on 15 August (ends of World War II on 2 September 1945), Prince Phetsarath proclaims unity and independence of Laos on 15 September (after Democratic Republic of Vietnam ‘DRV’ or North Vietnam was founded on 2 September by President Hồ Chí Minh) from France, which
marked the reconstitution of the modern Lao state, proclaimed earlier at the instigation of the Japanese, the Lao ruler had decided to gamble Laos’ political future on the return of the French; on 30 August, he declared the French protectorate to be still valid. Unlike his Vietnamese counterpart Bảo Đài (the 13th and final emperor of the Nguyễn dynasty was abdicated on 25 August 1945), he refused to recognize his country’s national independence without a French green light. On the 12 October 1945 Prince and supporters of Laotian independence was announced (in the present-day called the liberty proclamation day, alike marches on 23 August in 1945 and 1975), proclaimed the independence, and unity of Laos under its national authority, so-called ruled by Lao nationalism (Lao Issara) which was an anti-French, non-communist nationalist movement.

Chao Phetsarath was the leader of the Laotian and Vietnamese territory from French, he attempted to supplant officials in Laos and Vietnam, but in the regions of Vietnam, the resistance from the local proletariat was too strong, the effort was subsequently halted. As was the case in Vietnam, the presence of Chinese troops in Laos did not last for long. In February 1946 French troops returned to northern Indochina as an immediately, French attack on the North Vietnam (DRV) and Laos, on March (the day of bloody 21 March ‘วันวิบัติการ’), this battle left the Lao Issara government to fend for itself, with helping from Vietnamese but militarily weaker in comparison to the French, then French re-occupied Thakhek (Khammuane Province) in a bloody attack and moved northwards to retake all of Laos by May (French protectorate over Laos) after end of April the French took Vientiane and Luang Prabang. Subsequently, Prime Minister Phetsarath and the Lao Issara government crossed the Mekong to take up exile in Thailand, at the same fate his half-brother Prince Souphanouvong was shot by French troop in battle at Thakhek in severed case, and had to flee to Thailand for treatment.

Once the re-conquest was complete, the French set about reconstituting their administration in Laos. In 27 August 1946, the French formally endorsed the unity of Laos as a constitutional monarchy within the French Union, in 1947 (May 11) Lao Constitution was promulgated, making Laos a constitutional monarchy, and elections for first National Assembly was held on August, Prince Souvannarath forms government of Kingdom of Laos.

There were also French efforts made at conciliation with the nationalists. Discreet overtures toward the Lao Issara in Bangkok suggested the possibility of an amnesty. Gradually, a division of opinion appeared within the Lao Issara ranks over the practical issue of whether to cooperate with the French. Prince Souphanouvong had made clear his refusal to accept the new political set-up in Vientiane, and was ready to embrace an alliance with the Viet Minh against the French. This repelled most of his colleagues, who began to oppose Chao Souphanouvong’s leadership in the Lao Issara.

---

On 20 January 1949 patriotic in forest Kaysone Phomvihan forms the Latsavong detachment, armed force of Pathet Lao, the genesis of Lao People’s Liberation Army (LPLA ‘ລາວລືບລາວ’) after Lao Issara government-in-exile was dissolved, 3 Princes (Phetsarath, Souvannaphouma, and Souphanouvong) and members return to Laos, and joint the revolutionary troop in XamNeua and Phongsaly Provinces, but Prince Phetsarath stilled in Thailand to maintained nationalist at this historic conjuncture to evoked the possibility of some sort of union with Thailand (Free Thai) s-called Lao-Thai Isaan to creating a ‘Greater Lao Nationalism’.

By the time in Vientiane on 19 July 1949 Laos gained partial independence from France, whom already gave away half of LanXang kingdom (17 provinces) to Siam (Thailand), Sipsong ChuTai to Vietnam, 'Sipsong Phan Na' to China, and 'Strungten' to Cambodia. On 7 February 1950 United States recognizes Laos as independent state, but unrests and conflict among political parties still occurs in daily, then August 1950 Prince Souphanouvong returned from treatment in Thailand (Prince Phetsarath returned in March 1957), he convened the first congress of the Lao Freedom Front (Neo Lao Issara) more generally known as the Pathet Lao (Indochinese communist movement) and 22 March 1955 formation of Lao People’s Party (or Lao People’s Revolutionary Party in present-day) to committed core Marxist revolutionaries. Then, he was the chairman of the Neo Lao Issara (since January 1956, renamed Neo Lao Hak Sat ‘Lao Patriotic Front’ or Lao Front for National Construction in present-day).

List of Premiers during the Kingdom of Laos were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Name (Birth-Death, and title)</th>
<th>Term start</th>
<th>Term end</th>
<th>Political party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prince Phetsarath Rattanavongsya (1890-1959) Viceroy and Prime Minister</td>
<td>15 September 1945</td>
<td>20 October 1945</td>
<td>Non-party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phaya Khammao (1911-1984) Chairman of the Provisional Government, Prime Minister</td>
<td>20 October 1945</td>
<td>23 April 1946</td>
<td>Lao Issara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Prince Kindavong (1900-1951) Prime Minister</td>
<td>23 April 1946</td>
<td>15 March 1947</td>
<td>Non-party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Prince Boun Oum Na Champasak (1912-1980)</td>
<td>25 March 1948</td>
<td>24 February 1950</td>
<td>Non-party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Phoui Sananikone (1903-1983) Prime Minister</td>
<td>24 February 1950</td>
<td>15 October 1951</td>
<td>Neutralist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Prince Savang Vathana (1907-1978) Prime Minister</td>
<td>15 October 1951</td>
<td>21 November 1951</td>
<td>Non-party</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### List of Premiers during the Lao people’s Democratic Republic were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Name (Birth-Death, and title)</th>
<th>Term start</th>
<th>Term end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Bouasone Bouphavanh (1954-) Prime Minister</td>
<td>8 June 2006</td>
<td>23 December 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Thongsing Thammavong (1944-) Prime Minister</td>
<td>23 December 2010</td>
<td>Incumbent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Noted trivia, Between December 1959 to December 1960, Laos had six different Prime Ministers, who were ousted by six successive political coups.\(^{72}\)

---

IV Civil war

After Geneva Agreement was signed (or Geneva Accords 20 July 1954 to determine the future of Indochina, after 1 year of Korean War armistice), the cease-fire in Laos had come into effect on 6 August 1954, French troops and Vietnamese ‘People Volunteers’ withdrew, Kwang concluded that, Laos became the most neutral country in Asia in that its neutrality was recognized and guaranteed by governments of all persuasions (including the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, France, Canada, India, Poland as well as its immediate neighbors: China, Thailand, Burma, North and South Vietnam, and Cambodia). It forswore military alliances (including the SEATO protection), foreign military base on its soil, and the use of force which might impair international peace. Indeed, it could have become a Switzerland in the heartland of Southeast Asia73.

The circumstances after Geneva, dissatisfaction insofar concerns, Phuy Xananikon (leader of conservative bloc of deputies in the National Assembly) returned from Geneva in August, but it was not until 18 September that three members of the gang slipped across the Mekong, evaded police surveillance, and made their assignation attempt while Phuy was holding a dinner at his house, Phuy himself was only slightly wounded by a grenade, but one of his guests, Ku Voravong, the Minister for Defense, was shot and killed. That the attempt on Phuy’s life and the death of Ku were part of a plot to destabilize the government became evident in the days that followed, as several other government ministers received death threats. The government was plunged into crisis. Though the actual assassins managed to cross back into Thailand, forty suspects were arrested74.

The election was held 1955 Lao People’s Party was formed in February; then after formation of Lao Patriotic Front (Lao Front of National Construction) was established in January, the 2nd Suvanna Phouma government was formed, and negotiations with Pathet Lao to form coalition government succeeded in 1956, then the First Coalition Government was formed in 19 November 1957 with arrival of Pathet Lao, due to the tenacity and political skill of Souvanna Phouma himself75.

Supplementary elections was held on 4 May, result in leftist gains, formation of US-backed right-wing Committee for the Defense of the National Interest (10 June), Suspension of US aid forces resignation of Souvanna Phouma (22 July), then formation of right-wing government (18 August) under Phoui Sananikone.

The First Coalition Government of the National Unity of Laos was established in 1958 (19 November) under Prince Souvanna Phouma, but collapsed after two months. The Prime Minister, who under the constitution appointed his ministers and received advice from the King, made a deal with his half-brother Prince Souphanouvong and Prince Souvanna Phouma. In 1959 (27 July) after forced integration of Pathet Lao forces fails, then arrested Pathet Lao leaders in Vientiane76, 29 October King Sisavang Vong died, then King Sisavang Vatthana succeeds to the throne (30 October to 2 December 1975).

73 Kwang In Kai (1980), The Neutralized-unification of Korea in Perspective, p. 71-78.
75 Maha Sila Viravong (1957) and Paragon Book Reprint Corp; New York (1964), History of Laos, Chapter V (p. 29); and see also Stuart-Fox, Martin (1996), Buddhist Kingdom Marxist State The Making of Modern Laos, White Lotus Co. Ltd., p. 42.
76 There are sixteen Neo Lao Hak Sat (NLHS) leaders, but 10 months later (May 1960) all leaders won over their guards likes miracle, and then made their escaped back to the Pathet Lao headquarters in Samnuea Province by safe.
Coup d'état on August 9, 1960 led by Kong Le (former paratrooper captain in the Royal Lao Army) in a nearly bloodless coup, which takeover Vientiane, the paratroopers had unwittingly chosen a moment when the entire cabinet was in Luang Prabang conferencing with King Sri Savang Vatthana. They informed their compatriots and the outside world by broadcasting their communiqués on the radio. In a rally at the city football stadium on August 11, Kong Le expanded on his goals: end the fighting in Laos, stem corruption, and establish a policy of peace and neutrality. Recalling the experience of the first coalition when the country was temporarily at peace, Kong Le asked for the nomination of Souvanna Phouma as Prime Minister (16 August), but 13-16 December battle in Vientiane occurs. 1961 Neutralist-Pathet Lao forces seize Plain of Jars (January), Kennedy administration announces US support for neutralization of Laos (23 March) and Geneva Conference on Laos opens (16 May).

1962 crushing rightist defeated at battle on Namtha (Luang Namtha) in May, on 23 June the Second Coalition Government was formed with US support, and yet it lasted no longer than the First. Stuart-Fox gave some reasons, the instability of Lao politics, the weakness of the power base of the neutralist centre, but most of all because in the face of changing international circumstances, the interests of key 1962 Geneva signatories, notably the US and North Vietnam required that Lao neutrality be systematically subverted by North Vietnam required that Lao neutrality be systematically subverted by both powers. The shell remained because it was in the interests of all to maintain the pretence of Lao neutrality, but it was entirely without substance.

1963 assassination of Kinin Phonsena signal de facto collapse of second Coalition government (1 April), and conflicts in Indochina with the overthrow and murdered of President of South Vietnam Ngô Đình Diệm (2 November) during a coup d'état that deposed his government. Both North Vietnam and the United States interfered directly in Lao affairs, in contravention of the Geneva Agreements. North Vietnamese units took over defense of the eastern border areas, through which ran the network of infiltration routes from North up South Vietnam making up Hồ Chí Minh trail, entirely independent of the command structure of the Royal Lao Army; 1964 Pathet Lao drive Neutralists from Plain of Jar, and US bombing of communist targets in Laos begins; 1966 political crisis leads to new elections; 1968 combined force of the North Vietnamese Army and the Lao People’s Liberation Army (renamed in 1965) take Nam Bak, and Pha Thi; 1969 Hmong ‘Secret Army’ forces take Plain of Jars (September), over 15,000 Hmong guerrillas, group in special guerrilla units, and ten times that number of civilian refugees, most of them Hmong.

In addition to Hmong ‘secret bases’ in Xiang Khuang and Xam Neua, notably Vangpao’s headquarters at LôngChaeng, guerrilla groups were established in NamTha (or Luang Namtha) Province using Hmong, Mien and increasingly Khamu recruits reinforced by Thai and Nationalist Chinese mercenaries supplied from Thailand base wastefully; 1970 combined forces of the North Vietnamese Army and the Lao People’s Liberation Army retake Plain of Jars (February), in 1971 South Vietnamese forces launce operation Lam Son 719 against Hồ Chí Minh trail; heavily defeated (February); Hmong under Vang Pao resist Pathet Lao - North Vietnamese advances; in February Second Congress of the Lao People’s Party was held and LPP was renamed Lao People's Revolutionary Party (LPRP); 1972 to early 1973 RLG and

---

77 Not everyone believes maintenance of a semblance of Lao neutrality was in the best interests of the US. See Norman Hannah, The Key to Failure: Laos and the Vietnam War (Boston: Madison, 1987).
79 Clearly stated in conversation with his son-in-law: Stieglitz (1959), In a Little Kingdom, p. 211.
Pathet Lao begin negotiations for cease-fire, resulting in Vientiane Agreement signed in 21 February 1973, cease-fire was proclaimed and bombing by United States ends.

Third Coalition Government was forming and signed in a detailed protocol on 14 September 1973 providing for an interim government of equal parts for ‘the Vientiane Government side and the side of the patriotic forces’, government takes office by the royal decree on 5 April 1974 as Provisional Government of National Union (PGNU), National Political Consultative Committee (National Political Consultative Council “NPCC”) adopts Eighteen-points Political Program (24 May), during August 1974-November 1975 Fighting resumes, General VangPao, senior rightist ministers, and generals leave for Thailand; the situation in the region also agitated, and demonstrations; in Laos, the campaigns was organized to claim the country to be free, no war, and peace, especially in Vientiane landmarks (23 August) was officially liberated without resistance; Lao People’s Liberation Army liberates 2 provincial capitals, and reeducation centers (seminar camps) was opened for orientation; then the Revolutionary Administration takes power in Vientiane, control over four-fifths of the national territory, one-third of the population, negotiated for parity in cabinet positions with the Vientiane parties, and the election was held for local people's councils.

On 1-2 December 1975 the Congress of People’s Representative was held in Vientiane declared unanimity dissolved PGNU and NPCC; King Savang Vatthana was abdicated, and proclaimed the Lao People's Democratic Republic (LPDR), under the now publicly heralded Lao People’s Revolutionary Party, former Prince Souphanouvong becomes the first president, head of state, and Mr. Kaisone Phomvihane serves the first prime minister of Lao PDR.

The Pathet-Lao Leaders founded the Lao People’s Party 22 March 1955, after Lao Issara movement led by Prince Phetsarath was disbanded, and fled to Thailand as provisional government in exile; the Neo Lao Hak Sat (NLHS) so-called Lao Patriotic Front was formed in 6 January 1956.

V Laos after Revolution

The ability of the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party to campaign the formation of revolutionary administration in 1975 from central, local, and international arena to seize power from the ultra-rightist reactionaries was cause to proclaim the new regime.

There is almost rarest blood in Laos during liberation, unlike other countries, where almost violence, conflicts, strikes, unrests, turmoil, and citizens was killed as bloody situation.

Since the Lao PDR was established on 2 December 1975, Laos the former pro-Western, monarchical regime was replaced by a government that espoused a Marxist-Leninist political philosophy, the national motto is Peace, Independence, Democracy, Unity, and Prosperity. The multi-ethnic Lao people have carried out difficult and arduous struggles full of great sacrifices until they managed to crush the yokes of domination and oppression of the colonial completely liberated, thus opening a new era, the era of genuine independence for the country and freedom for the people (4 million). The head of state ruled by President Souphanouvong, the head of government administrated by Prime Minister Kaysone Phomvihane, and the government structure on this early term, just a little bit reshuffled some ministries, but mostly still continued the old regimes’ structure of government during the Congress of People’s Representative (1-2 December 1975) were:
1) **Machinery of Government**, comprised of 12 Ministries and 05 Equivalent Organizations to Ministries
   1. Council of Ministers;
   3. Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
   4. Ministry of Justice;
   5. Ministry of Finance;
   8. Ministry of Media Broadcasting, Culture, and Tourism;
   9. Ministry of Communication and Transport;
   10. Ministry of Public Health;
   11. Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Rural;
   12. Ministry of Post and Telecommunication;
   13. Ministry of Industry and Commerce;
   14. Committee of State Planning;
   15. Committee of Central Multi-ethnic Groups;
   16. Committee of State Bank;
   17. Committee of Information and Newspaper.

2) **Member of Government**

   The members of government consisted of the Prime Minister (Chairman of the Ministers Council), Deputies of Prime Minister, Ministers, Heads of the Equivalent Organizations to Ministries, and the Bank Governor.

**Provinces**

1. Vientiane;
2. HuaKhong Province;
3. NamTha Province;
4. PhongSaly Province;
5. SamNeua Province;
6. Luang Prabang Province;
7. Oudomxay Province; *(New province 1976, splits from Luang Prabang Province)*
8. XiengKhuang Province;
9. Xayaboury Province;
10. Borikhan Province;
11. Khammuane Province;
12. Savanhnakheth Province;
13. Saravane Province;
14. Attapeau Province; [and]
15. Champasak Province.

The Local Administrative division, Pursuant to the Law on Local People’s Assembly and People’s Administrative Committee (101/SPA, 31 July 1978), there are 3 tiers:
– Country divided into Province, and City;
– Province divided into District, and Provincial Municipality, and City divided into District;
– District divided into TaSaeng (sub-District, or Commune “ໜໜໜ”), and District Municipality.

After the National Congress of People’s Representative, this marked the change of regime from constitutional monarchy to communist People’s Republic, and set the direction of future political, social and economic development. The new regime was widespread international recognition, not only from communist bloc states, but also from United States and
its allies. Euphoria of victory, mission to fight with obstacles, and gave the vision that the way of country to achieve in the near future, the goal, as frequently stated, was to ‘advance, step by step, to socialism without going through the stage of capitalist development’\(^{82}\), a proposition Marx himself would have found difficult to endorse. The party believed it would be possible to do this by simultaneously pursuing ‘three revolutions’, the theoretical exposition of which was taken from Vietnamese Marxism\(^{83}\). As the party’s Secretary-General Kaisone Phomvihane explained, these consisted on the revolution in the relations of production, the scientific and technical revolution, and the ideological and cultural revolution. Of the three, the first was ‘guide’, in that it would form the economic base on which Lao socialism would be constructed; the second was the ‘key’ to this transformation, since it would provide the transfer of technology necessary to by-pass capitalism and create a modern industrial economy; while the third was always to be a ‘step ahead’ of the other two, in forming Lao socialist men and women ideologically committed to socialism and thus bringing about the desired socialist transformation of Lao society and the Lao economy\(^{84}\).

These were the ideological convictions that animated the party leadership. While the full transition to socialism would obviously take time and encounter difficulties, the necessary means were at hand in the form of the ‘people’s democratic dictatorship’, to be exercise by the party, and the governmental structures of a fully fledged ‘people’s democratic republic’, the models for both of which were taken from the Soviet Union.

The Party had already prepared itself to exercise its ‘historic role’ at its Second Party Congress in February 1972; the Congress agreed upon not only tactics that led to formation of the Third Coalition government, but also the broader strategy by which the transition to socialism was to be achieved. In organizational terms, the previously rather ad hoc structure was formalized to provide for Political Bureau, a Secretariat to handle every day Party affairs, and a Central Committee, with associated special committees concerned with such matters as propaganda, inspection and control, and ideological training of cadres. The party structure was also formalized at each administrative level (province, district, and village) and in the army and mass organizations (the Lao Patriotic Front, and women’s, workers, and youth organizations). Indeed Kaison had good reason to characterizes the second Congress as ‘one of the most important events’ in the country’s history, marking ‘the political and organizational maturity of our Party’\(^{85}\). Membership of the central organs of the Party was not immediately revealed in 1972, but the structure was in place to seize the advantage offered by the events of 1975\(^{86}\).

Economy

The situation in early after liberated (1975), the country is confronted with formidable obstacles to exploiting these opportunities: lack of infrastructure, lack of manpower skills and lack of domestic and foreign saving.

The problems were exacerbated when in October 1976 an army coup d'état overthrew the moderated, democratically elected Thai government and replaced it with a strongly anti-communist regime and provocation to Laos, then raised tension along the Thai-Lao border, and trade restrictions prevented a list of 273 so-called “strategic items”, including everything from aviation fuel and cement to bicycles and medicines, from reaching Laos from north to south.

---

\(^{82}\) See, for example, Foreign Broadcasts Information Service, *Daily Report: East Asia* (hereafter FBIS), 24 March 1976.


\(^{85}\) Phomvihane Kaisone (1980), *La Révolution Lao*, p. 36.

The situation in southern Laos with escalating conflict between Vietnam-Cambodian borders during 1977 led the Khmer Rouge regime in Phnom Penh to break diplomatic relations with Hanoi, and then 25 December 1978 Vietnamese forces invaded Cambodia to overthrow the Khmer Rouge government of Pol Pot. Consequently, China’s February 1979 incursion into northern Vietnam.

The government has adopted new policy program directions, incorporated in the New Economic Management System (originally is New Economic Policy ‘NEP’, in Russian: Новая экономическая политика, НЭП, Novaya Ekonomicheskaya Politika) was an economic policy proposed by Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, who called it state capitalism. It was a new, more capitalism- oriented economic policy necessary after the Civil War, used in Soviet 1921-1928, but was transformed to use in Laos as NEMS ‘ລະບົບຄ່າເຊັນທະນາຈັກ’ instituted policies of incremental market liberalization, culminating with the New Policy, which are designed to remove some constraints of hardship in country, and neighbors’ monopoly. Deregulation of pricing and markets has created new incentives for state enterprises (which have also been delegated greater autonomy) and for the private sector, whose contribution to development is now more fully appreciated.

Since the Second Round Table Meeting held in 1986, the government and the donor community have broadened their contacts, and there is a better understanding of the development potential of Lao PDR. New investment opportunities have been identified through the preparation of master plans, sectoral studies and elaboration of project ideas. The UNDP-financed Southern Area Development Master Plan identified over sixty projects. Many others have been identified within the framework of the Mekong Basin Development program. Other multilateral and bilateral donors are engaged in identification of projects and are undertaking feasibility studies. In 1987 the Government convened a local Round Table Meeting in Vientiane, with UNDP support, to strengthen coordination among aid donors. The positive results of this meeting have facilitated preparations for the third RTM, which comes at a time of growing economic and political stability in this Asian sub-region.

Globally, communist states are in the throes of radical economic reforms (notable exceptions being North Korea and Albania), and Laos too has been caught up in the process. The Lao People’s Revolutionary Party (LPRP) began to change direction in late 1979, but its most fundamental policy reorientation came after 1985. These dramatic shifts inside world communism have led to considerable confusion about the nature of socialism itself, and questions long buried in the socialist tradition have re-emerged to be hotly debated. What looks like a crisis in world socialism from one angle is from another viewpoint a rediscovery of the diversity of socialist thought.

Since 1986 the government has focused its attention on implementing its NEMS to introduce new vigor into national economic performance. The NEMS is an integral part of the government’s development strategy, as it emerged from the recognition that controlled planning should give way to a more flexible system of indicative planning and decentralized economic management to introduce economic reforms bringing about greater efficiency and profitability in economic enterprises and thereby helping to achieve the objectives of the five year plan.

Since the 1990s, the government again centralized its public administration, this time not for the march to a dubious socialism, but the road to an uncertain capitalism. Henceforth, local administration was to reflect the policies of the central government. In line with these reforms, Resolution 21 of the Politburo clarified the roles and responsibilities of central ministries in relation to their field offices and local authorities. The government re-attached all provincial and district technical staff to their respective national ministries.\(^\text{89}\)

These were heretical ideas during the tyranny of Stalinism, and they were only rediscovered, and in some cases reinvented, by Polish, Hungarian and some Soviet economists in the late 1950s and early 1960s (leaving aside socialist economists in the West). Bukharin has only recently been rehabilitated in the USSR, and Trotsky and others are waiting in the wings. Therefore when the Lao began looking for new economic policies in 1979, they began, as good orthodox communist, with Lenin’s NEP articles. Subsequently, however, the LPRP has become more acquainted with alternative approaches to socialist planning through debates in Eastern Europe, and from Soviet advocates of reform.\(^\text{90}\)

The Government Structure changes in each period of each Prime Minister’s tenure.

Since established the Lao People’s Democratic Republic in the 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) December 1975 up to the present, the Lao government had changed in the structure, machinery and management (ministry and equivalent to ministries reshuffles) were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ministry</th>
<th>Council</th>
<th>Prime Minister Office</th>
<th>Government’s Office</th>
<th>Committee</th>
<th>BOL</th>
<th>Authority, Agency, Academy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975-1985</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986-1990</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-2000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-2005</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-2010</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remark: above number was counted specifically to the ministry level merely.

Socio-economic Development Plans in the Lao PDR

Socio-economic Development Plans in Lao PDR was developed into Two Periods, such as:

- 1\(^{\text{st}}\) Period: Centrally-planned System (starts 1976-1985)
- 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) Period: New Economic Polocy was launched, names “New Economic Mechanism (NEM) ‘ການໄກໃໝ່ ໃນການຄຸ້ ມຄອງເສດຖະກິ ດ’” or New Economic Management System

---


\(^{91}\) *The Lao Government Directory 2006-2010* (Lao), Public Administration and Civil Service Authority (PACSA), Prime Minister’s Office (PMO), Vientiane, 31\(^{\text{st}}\) December 2010.
(NEMS) ‘ະລາບັບອ່ອງການການຮຽນຮ່ວມ’, is the period of transition to a Market-Oriented System ‘ການປະກວດຂະກ່າວຂະທານ’, starts 1986 to the present-day, well-known is New Imagination Policy, or New Thinking Policy, or Innovative Thinking Policy ‘ຫຼັງສະໜາລິດຕາມ’.  

❖ **THE FIRST PERIOD**, called Centrally-planned System (1976-1985) durations of Planning: one year, 3 years and 5 years. After the Central Committee passes the Resolution of the Lao People’s Revolutionary Party on May 1976 which guidelines (embarks) for establishing the Socialist Revolution phase. Then, 18 July 1977 the 25-Year Lao-Vietnamese Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation was signed.

Plan starts from 1976-1977 was the first annual plan of the new regime which was aimed at recovering the economy after the war, improving the living standard of the people, recovering the agricultural and industrial production allowing people to make their living, and protecting and developing the nation and new regime peacefully. Then, on January 1978 is the interim of 3-years economic development plan was begins.

**Three-year Plan (1978-1980)**, the objectives of the plan were to:  
– Reconstruct the nation after the war; administration reforms from the central government to local authorities, which SPA was enacted, such as: Law on Council of Ministers; the Law on Local People’s Assembly, and People’s Administrative Committees, and the Law on Foreign Investment;  
– Provide housing for people and permanent Locations to make their living;  
– Recover the farming land;  
– Reconstruct some districts damaged by the war; [and]  
– Repair and operate the existing industrial factories.

**First Five-year Plan (1980-1985), so-called Plan I**, after the First Legislature (Supreme People's Assembly) adopted the Lao First 5-year plan, regulations, and laws, it also was formulated to translate the Resolutions of the 3rd Resolution of the Party Congress (held 27-30 April 1982) into practice; First five-year plan was implemented followed the main objectives, were to:  
– Support the agricultural-forestry production in order to achieve food sufficiency;  
– Repair the existing factories for regular operation and create a number of new industrial facilities; Shifted macro-economic to state-owned enterprise, evolution cut-off subsidies from the state, and autonomous;  
– Construct basic infrastructure: Road No. 9, major bridges along Road No. 13.

Note, in 1984 (10 January) Former Prime Minister Suvanna Phouma dies in Vientiane, age 82; May 1984 Constitution drafting committee named; June, border conflict with Thailand over three villages; 1985 (February) First Lao-US search mission for soldiers missing in action; 1-7 March First nationwide population census; and 2 December Celebrations marks tenth anniversary of Lao PDR; March 1985 First national population census was taken.

❖ **The SECOND PERIOD**, the New Economic Mechanism (NEM) or New Economic Management System (NEMS) or New Economic Mechanism Formalizes Reforms (NEMF), after the Fourth Congress of the LPRP (13-15 November 1986) endorses New Economic Mechanism introducing market economic principles, which gradual return to private
enterprise and the liberalization of foreign investment, transition to the market-oriented system, and open door of the country to foreign relations, neighboring countries, regions, and the international arena, began 1986.

1. **Plan II (1986-1990).** It was designed to implement the 4th Resolutions of the Party Congress, which was held in 1986; endorses basis economic objectives similar to those of the first half of the 1980s, the major objectives were to:
   - Stabilize the national economy and politics;
   - Continue to transform the economic structure with multiple sectors under the policy of moving from the subsistence and semi-subistence economic system into a market-oriented economy under the Party-State leadership;
   - Ensure food self-sufficiency and food security;
   - Reduce the area subject to slash-and-burn cultivation and to conserve forestry resources;
   - Expand the agro-forestry industrial processing sector;
   - Improve the balance of payments by reducing non-food imports and increasing exports, particularly to convertible currency countries;
   - Improve the transport and telecommunication system;
   - Strengthen managerial capabilities and to overcome the constraints of lack of qualified manpower.

Note, in November 1987-January 1988 New border conflict with Thailand;
1988 First elections since 1975 held; at district level in June, provincial level in November;
1988 (23 November) Foreign Minister announces all Vietnamese troops withdraw from Laos (last Vietnamese troops reportedly leave Laos);
1989 (26 March) First National Elections for Supreme People’s Assembly (the Second Legislature) opening session held May-June; the members of Assemblies existed at provincial and district levels;
1990 (April) LPRP approves draft constitution for discussion.
1990 (15-17 December) Visit of Chinese Prime Minister Li Peng marks warming of relation with China.

2. **Plan III (1991-1995)**, It was designed to continue to transform the Lao economy into a market-oriented economy under the Party-State leadership, (Medium-term Policy Framework was replaced) after the 5th Congress of the LPRP (held 27-29 March) the Secretary-General was abolished (replaced by Chairman) Comrade Kaysone Phomvihan chairman of LPRP, and Former President Souphanouvong retires; the key objectives of plan III were to:
   - Improve infrastructure and living standard of the people step by step;
   - Expand cooperation with foreign countries; [and]
   - Attract foreign investment into the national development.

♦ In addition, 8-year Plan (1993-2000) was formulated, which aimed at ensuring stable and sustainable socioeconomic development by implementing the 8 national priority programs set out during the period.

Note, in 1991 the 5th Congress LPRP elevates Mr. Kaysone Phomvihan to presidency of the state and the Party; 13 August congress of the Supreme People’s Assembly (Second Legislature) was to fulfill its political role in drafting the first Constitution of the Lao PDR, which was endorsed on 14 August, and the Constitution was Promulgated by Mr. Phoumi Vongvichit (acting President) on 15th August 1991, Mr. Kaysone
Phomvihane becomes president of Lao PDR and Mr. Khamtai Siphandone, Prime Minister. Cabinet was reshuffled, local authority, and frameworks were reformed. 1992 (21 November) President Kaysone Phomvihane dies age 72, replaced by Mr. Nouhak Phoumsavanh as State President, and Mr. Khamtai Siphandone as Prime Minister, President of the LPRP, and Council of Ministers was reorganized; on December 20, 1992 members of the Third Legislature were elected and the Supreme People's Assembly (SPA) changed the name to the National Assembly (NA) which served only at national level. 1994 the First bridge spanning the Mekong (open on 8 April); 1994 (January 7) Former Acting President Phoumi Vongvichit died, age 84; 1995 (January 9) Former President Souphanouvong died at age 85, ending the last direct link between the monarchy of Lan Xang, which was started by King Fa Ngum and the government of Laos.

3. **Plan IV (1996-2000)**. It was the period to continue the implementation of the Government plan until 2000 (8-year plan 1993-2000). After 6th Congress of the LPRP was held on 18-20 March. Initially, it was aimed at implementing the 8 national priority programs as well as expanding cooperation with regional and international community in order to obtain assistance and necessary inputs for the national socioeconomic development.

4. **Plan V (2001-2005)**. It was the period that the globalization provided both several opportunities and challenges. After 7th Congress of the LPRP was held on 12-14 March 2001. The core issue in this period was poverty reduction that became the obligation of all countries in the world. Lao PDR successfully formulated the National Growth and Poverty Reduction Strategy (NGPES) that became the basis for reducing poverty, supporting the national policy on “Industrialization and Modernization”, and helping to achieve Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) in 2015. Especially, it was designed as “Arrow (progressive) Approach” plan to ensure the successful implementation of the socio-economic development plan until 2020.

Note, on 06 May 2003 the Constitution of Lao P.D.R was amended, replaced the first one (15 August 1991), and was promulgated by the President Khamtai Siphandone on 28 May 2003.

5. **Plan VI (2006-2010)**. It was “Arrow (progressive) Approach” plan to ensure the successful implementation of the socio-economic development plan until 2020. After 8th Congress of the LPRP was held on 18-21 March 2006 which was endorsed the resolution, and draft of the 6th five-year plan, then 6th Plan was approved by the VI National Assembly (6th Legislature) on 8 June 2006.

Accordance to the 6th NSED plan (2006-2010), in 2006 Lao Government enacted the Government Priority Policy for 5 years term (2006-2010) there are 11 frameworks and 111 Programs, especially to the 11th framework was determined on Improve and enhancement of effectiveness on public administration especially to administrative organizations. To continue on implement government policy, therefore it necessary to my office might formulate soon and every public officer must pay attention and understand clearly on Organizational Development.
Achievements of the 6th NSEDP

- Stable Macroeconomic Growth
  - Average GDP Growth: 7.9% per year;
  - Inflation Rate has decreased steadily, averaging 5.15%;
  - Total Investment: 24,747 billion Kip;
  - Budget Revenue: 16.5% of GDP and public expenditure 21.2% of GDP;
  - Budget deficit: 4.7% of GDP;
  - Trade deficit: 5.3% GDP;
  - Foreign Reserves Covers 6 months of imports.

- Poverty & Inequality (Regional disparities between North, Central and South)
  - High level of poverty in South East border regions (mountainous areas and heavily contaminated with UXOs/mines);
  - Western border regions along the Mekong have low levels of poverty (better infrastructure, trade opportunities, access to arable land).

Note, 9 September 2008 Former President Nouhak Phoumsavanh died at age 98.

6. Plan VII (2011-2015), After Round Table Meeting (RTM) was discussed on October 20-21, 2010 in Vientiane, some provinces, and the 9th Congress of the LPRP was held on 17-21 March 2011 participants also shared viewpoints on the draft 7th plan, by then was approved in the First session of the 7th National Assembly (Legislature). The 7th National Socio-Economic Development Plan (2011-2015) after initial Achievements of the Implementation of the 6th NSEDP (2006-2010) Lao government had achieved as many goals, which by some indicator, such as The average annual GDP growth has been 7.9%, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for five years amounted 219,795 billion Kip, which represents an annual average of 43,959 billion Kip (at constant price). The 7th NSEDP target of GDP growth rate at least 8% annually, reduce poverty, achieve the MDGs by 2015 and construct basic infrastructure for industrialization and modernization in the time to come. A direction of the 7th NSEDP to achieve on public service was stipulated that “Increase enforcement and effectiveness of public administration, reform democratic state in the direction of rule of law, ensure equality and justice in society, fight corruption, increase savings, and reduce extravagance; Pay attentions to address social challenges in a timely manner, allocate responsibilities, and identify clear roles between the central and local levels authorities.

Chapter III
Laos in Present-day

Laos Administrated by People’s Republic Regime under the Constitution of Laos which was promulgated on August 15, 1991 (then was amended on May 06, 2003) as the top-Law of Laos, and various laws, regulations, rules which effective on the public, arm forces, and society management.

Head of State: President Lt. Gen. Choummaly SAYASONE; (Since 8 June 2006)
Vice President: Mr. BounNhang VORACHIT; (Since 8 June 2006)
Prime Minister: Mr. Thongsing THAMMAVONG; (Since 23 December 2010)
Deputy Prime Ministers:
- Maj. Gen. Asang LAOLY; (Since May 2002)
- Maj. Gen. Duangchai PICHIT; (Since 8 June 2006)
- Dr. Thongloun SISOLITH; (Since 27 March 2001) [and]
- Mr. Somsavath LENGSAVAT. (Since 26 February 1998)
The Lao People's Revolutionary Party (LPRP) is the key player to guide the road map of country to the prosperity and the 7th National Socio-Economic Development Plan was approved by the National Assembly on 15 June 2011. The 7th Plan in macroeconomic targets:
- Ensure continuation of national economic growth with security, peace and stability, and ensure GDP growth rate: at least 8% annually;
- Agriculture and forestry: 3.5% (share: 23.0% of GDP);
- Industry: 15% (share: 39.0% of GDP);
- Service: 6.5% (share: 38.0% of GDP);
- Achieve the MDGs by 2015 and adopt appropriate technology and skills, and create favorable conditions for graduating the country from LDC by 2020;
- GDP per capita: U.S. $ 1,700 by 2014-2015;
- Poverty to reduce below 19% and household poverty ratio 11%;
- Net enrolment rate at Primary school at 98%;
- Etc.

9 Millennium Development Goals in 2015:
1. Eradicate Poverty & Hunger;
2. Achieve Universal Primary Education;
3. Promote Gender Equality;
4. Reduce Child Mortality;
5. Improve Maternal Health;
6. Combat HIV AIDS, Malaria and Other Diseases;
7. Ensure Environmental Sustainability;
8. Develop a Global Partnership for Development; [and]
9. Reduce the Impact of UXO.

Other achievement targets:
- Host of International Conferences, such as: the Asia-Europe Parliamentary Partnership Meeting (ASEP 7) on October 3, 2012; the 9th Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) on November 5-6, 2012; the 32nd ASEAN Tourism Forum (ATF); Cambodia, Lao, and Vietnam on Development Triangle (CLV); Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam (CLMV); 5th Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya-Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy (ACMECS) Summit; Asia, Europe Landlocked Countries (Euro-Asian LLCs), Least Developed Countries (LDCs), and Landlocked Developing Countries (LDCs), so-called LLDCs Conference; and so on;
- Implement the Megaprojects which was approved from the National Assembly, such as: High-speed Rail (link to China), commercial railways (Vietnam, Thailand), Friendship bridges cross the Mekong River, Highways, Hongsa lignite-fired power plant in Xayaboury, Hydroelectric Power Dams, Mining, Alternative energy, Bio-diesel, East-West Corridor, Special Economic Zone (SEZ) and Specific Economic Zones (SCZ), Land concession, and so on;
- Approach to be the member of World Trade Organization (WTO); Integrate to ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) effects on 31 December 2015; cooperation with UN, UNDP, and UN umbrella organizations, IFI, IMF, ADB, MRC, GMS, JICA, KOICA, GTZ, INGOs, NGOs, and other organizations’ parties in regions, Continent, and International Arena;
- Etc.
Special Economic Zone and Specific Economic Zones Development Plans in Laos

http://sncsez.gov.la
Polity

The public administration of Laos was reused, refined, and developed from the Aiy-Lao Mandala which was derived and developed from the Khun Bòrom, Khun Lô, and King Fâ Ngum’s Administration in ancient time, after which was abolished in 1970s. Prime Minister of Laos is the head of government, responsibility to the administrative of state, cabinet members works on specific missions, Chao Khwaeng, and Chao Müang serves in the local levels, parallel with functions supported from the Chief of Villages, and people in their own communities.

The central Cabinets, consists of Prime Minister, Deputies Prime Ministers, Ministers, Chairman or Head of Organizations which equivalent to Ministers, who were approved by the National Assembly (mostly in the first session by Constitution). The cabinets has ultimate responsibility for the implementation of the laws passed by the National Assembly, with power to issue decrees, agreement and regulations for their own sectors’ purposes, and may itself recommend legislation, reports, and other development plans presents to the National Assembly.
Lao Governmental Organizations\(^{94}\), during the tenure of Prime Minister Thongsing THAMMAVONG’s administration there are consists of 18 Ministries and 3 Equivalent Organizations, which was approved by the National Assembly on 15 June 2011.

In addition, there are some organizations which directed to the government (within the Government’s Office) such as:
- National Academy of Social Science;
- Office of the State’s Audit Authority;
- National Leading Committee for Rural Development, and Poverty Eradication;
- National Committee on Special Economic Zone and Specific Economic Zone;
- And some offices, councils, secretariats, and so on, which were also attached in Government’s Office.

Local Administration in Laos divides by 3 levels
1) Province;
2) District; [and]
3) Village.

Names of Provincial level:
1. Vientiane (the Capital city);
2. Vientiane Province;
3. Phongsaly Province;
4. Huaphan Province;
5. Luang Namtha Province;
6. Borkeo Province;
7. Oudomxai Province;
8. Luang Prabang Province;
9. Xayaboury Province;
10. Xieng khouang Province;
11. Borlikhamxai Province;
12. Kham Muane Province;
13. Savanhnakheth Province;
14. Salavan Province;
15. Xekong Province;
16. Attapeau Province; [and]
17. Champasak Province.

Development in next five-years, the 9th Congress of the LPRP guides 4 breakthroughs for achieves development goals throughout the country during 2011-2015:
1. Relieving of people’s mind from old stereotype;
2. Human Resource Management (HRD);
3. Public Management Mechanisms; [and]
4. Poverty reduction.

In rural development, the 9th Resolution of LPRP guides cadres to disseminated to the 3 builds ‘ສາມສ້ າງ’ directive target (Province, District, and Villages), which necessary to boost economic growth from central to local, especially to the grassroots receives more development for their community and countryside, alongside with continues the KoumBaan (Villages movement) with the modified Prime Minister’s Guidance on 3 tiers of local administration (3 shifts), which was implement since 2000 to the new situation, alongside with implementing the national socio-economic development plans (5 and each fiscal years). The Three Builds directive (Sam Sang Directive) which aims to build up provinces as strategy-making units, districts as comprehensively strengthened units, and villages as development units for rural development, poverty reduction, and rely on agricultural production in focal areas.

The current Economic features95

Since the creation of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic in 1975, governance has played an important role in the country’s goals to consolidate the nation-state, create national unity and establish the basis for sustainable and equitable development.

95 Data was selected from Bank of Lao PDR; Ministry of Planning and Investment; Indexmundi.com; Kushnirs.org, and ASEAN ASCU Database.
Laos still be one of the Least Developed Countries (LDCs), and Laos remains one of the poorest countries in Southeast Asia, low income, which strives to be free from the poor and suffering state by 2020 (Graduate from the LDCs), the Lao economy would not have been in lack of budget, nor Lao so dependent on foreign aid and expertise on development.

In obviously, Laos has been moving steadily since 1980s from a command economy to a market economy, attempting to incorporate even the remotest rural areas in a process to ensure sustainable growth, increased food security, cleared pressure of changes, and greater opportunities for people’s participation started from 1986 (New Economic Policy). The results, starting from an extremely low base, were striking - growth averaged 6% per year from 1988-2008 except during the short-lived drop caused by the Asian financial crisis that began in 1997. The stimulation from the government to continue the decentralize control and encourage private enterprise, the government is pursuing poverty reduction (reduced official poverty rates from 46% in 1992 to 26% in 2010), and education for all children as key goals. Subsistence agriculture, dominated by rice cultivation in lowland areas, accounts for about 30% of GDP and 75% of total employment; The government in Fiscal Years 2009-2010 received $586 million from international donors. The economy has benefited from high foreign investment in hydropower, mining, and construction. Laos gained Normal Trade Relations status with the US in 2004, and is taking steps required to join the World Trade Organization, such as reforming import licensing. Related trade policy reforms will improve the business environment. On the fiscal side, Laos initiated a VAT tax system in 2010; The government tried to transform (transition) from being a low middle-income country to an upper-middle income within 2020 by implements policies, especially in the beginning of the new millennium, Laos open-door policy on Special Economic Zones for foreign investors, Infrastructures, Megaprojects, and first time of country, which was opened a stock exchange (market), the Lao Securities Exchange was launched in early of this year on 11 January (11.1.2011), transform Laos into ‘the battery of ASEAN’ (Nam Theun 2 is one of the largest foreign investment project ever undertaken in Laos, 1070 MW, commercial operation started in December 2009), and has become a rising regional player in its role as a hydroelectric power supplier to neighbors such as China, Vietnam and Thailand. In addition, Lao government priority for 2011-15 will outline efforts to achieve Millennium Development Goals.

GDP (official exchange rate): $6.341 billion (2010 est.)
GDP (purchasing power parity) $15.69 billion (2010 est.)
Country comparison to the world: 135
(In 2008: $13.54 billion; and in 2009: $14.56 billion)
Note: data are in 2010 US dollars.

GDP - composition by sector:
Agriculture: 29.2%
Industry: 32.4%
Service: 38.3 (2010 est.).
★ Economic Growth Rate by yearly (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8% (est.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

★ Economic Growth Rate by Five Year Plan (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Achievements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001-2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-2010</td>
<td>7.5-8%</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

★ GDP per Capita (USD) 1970-2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Achievements</th>
<th>Indexmundi</th>
<th>ASEAN ASCU Database</th>
<th>Kushnirs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Annual Flow</td>
<td>Water Level</td>
<td>Operational Costs (2009-2010)</td>
<td>Staffing Cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>491 US$</td>
<td>880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>2,400 (est.)</td>
<td>916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1,077</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>2,500 (est.)</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1,281</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,700 (est.)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hydro-electric power dams (source: waterpowermagazine.com)
Laws in Laos

Since national liberation in 1975, there are many laws have been enacted in Laos (both Supreme People’s Assembly, and National Assembly, from the First Legislature to the Seventh Legislature) with clear vision in order on building a state governed by the rule-of-law by 2020.

There are more than 117 issues of bills which was enacted, approved, and promulgated for a period of time, but there are some items has been amended, and repealed.

There are 80 laws, including the Constitutions which have effective in the present-day (17 August 2011), those of laws have divided by 3 areas (by the National Assembly), e.g. Administrative and Governing; Economic; and Social and Culture Areas.

A. Laws on Administrative and Governing Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Name of Laws</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Law on Local Administration</td>
<td>(2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Law on Oversight by the National Assembly</td>
<td>(2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Law on Handling Petition</td>
<td>(2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Law on State Inspection</td>
<td>(2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, some laws was repealed and subdued, due to the new constitution was promulgated, e.g. Law on Local People’s Assembly, and People’s Administrative Committees (101/SPA, 31 July 1978)

B. Law on Economic Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Name of Laws</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Law on Insurance</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Law on Property</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
19. Law on Telecommunication (2001)
24. Law on Tourism (2005)
25. Law on Health Care (2005)
27. Law on Secured Transactions (2005)
31. Law on Audit (2007)
32. Law on Standardization (2007)
34. Law on Mineral (2008)
35. Law on Veterinary (2008)
37. Law on Plant Quarantine (2008)
38. Law on Fisheries (2009)
40. Law on Water Supply (2009)
41. Law on State Investment (2009)
43. Law on Statistics (2010)
44. Law on Measurement (2010)
46. Law on Drug and Medical Products (2010)

C. Law on Social and Culture Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Name of Laws</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Law on In-heritage</td>
<td>(1990) (2008) repeals Law on Heritage and Basis of In-heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Law on Environmental Protection</td>
<td>(1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Law on Hygiene, Disease Prevention and Health Promotion</td>
<td>(2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Law on National Heritage</td>
<td>(2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Law on Trade Union</td>
<td>(2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Law on Narcotic</td>
<td>(2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Law on Tobacco Control</td>
<td>(2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perception on LAOS: history, basis, and strengthens for developments

Culture, Society, Religions, and some features

Pursuant to my prior presented in the beginning of the paper, Laos has 49 ethnic groups in four main dialect speaking (languages), therefore, there is no surprisingly, which the Laos plenty of cultures, traditions, rituals, of its own ethnic groups, each of them also preserves their own dialect, customs, culture and tradition throughout the country.

The different and mismatch, does not be cause and radical problem on living in Laos, but it was occurred between the different groups in language, and their beliefs which have sometimes been characterized by misunderstandings among them and competition over necessary for life, e.g. natural resources, territories for residence, foods, etc. in rural area.

Laos, where rich cultures, fundamentally, history is a prime database of what may be regarded of racial Lao, most of Lao people also proud to their own ancestors, relatives, and leaders; in this sense, history also become an authority of what is recorded the life pattern of the nation in the past, up to the present. Even though, incident in 1975, all such attempts met with the over hostility of most Lao people and were soon abandoned. Today the lowland Lao –that is, mainly the people of the Mekong and other major river valleys –are overwhelmingly Buddhist and generally quite devout.

Laotian society is a society characterized by semi-independent rural engaged in subsistence agricultural production. Ethnic, geographic, and ecological differences create variations in the pattern of village life from one part of the country to another, but the common threads of village self reliance, limited regional trade and communication, and identification with one's village and ethnic persist regardless of the setting. Rural trade networks, however, have been a part of life since the 1950s. Except near the larger towns and in the rich agricultural plains of Vientiane and Savannkhet, villages are spaced at least several kilometers apart and the intervening land variously developed as rice paddy and swidden fields or maintained as buffer forest for gathering wild plants and animals, fuel wood, and occasional timber harvest.

Everywhere, the basic village character of society is evident. Even in Vientiane, a substantial number of the inhabitants are paddy rice farmers, either as their main occupation or as important supplemental work. Government officials' salaries are inadequate to support a family, and many officials rely on family members to secure their basic rice supply by farming. Cities and towns are also important markets for vegetables and fruit produced in the nearby villages; the trade volume remains small outside of Vientiane but has stimulated the gradually increasing market orientation of rural producers.

Ethnicity differentiates the villages but is usually not a source of conflict or antagonism. Nearly all villages are ethnically homogeneous, although a few include two or more distinct groups. Ethnic mixing often has resulted from different groups migrating to a new settlement site at about the same time, or a larger village at a crossroads or river transit point developing into a minor trading center. The locations where Laotian usually chosen to spend their life with the most convenient for them, which we can obviously seen in Laos, such as Lowland Lao society (Laotian

of the valley), Midland Lao society (Laotian of the mountain slopes), and Upland Lao society (Laotian for the mountain top), those of them the Lowland Lao society, have been the dominant group numerically, politically, and economically since ancient time, particularly when the King Fa Ngum, founder of LanXang Kingdom in 1353.

Religions

Large area Laos with low number of population, if compare with other countries, the Laotians mostly lives in lowland, flat areas, and also near rivers, Laotian lowland residences (over than 50% of population) almost believes in Buddhism (Theravada Buddhism), however distinction 49 ethnic groups are acceptant and practitioners of animism, with beliefs that vary greatly among groups (although animism does not recognized as religion, but in Laos almost called animism religion, or spirits religion) since ancient time both before and after Khun Borom’s Testament on respective to the spirits of late parents, ancestors, leaders, and so on.

Even among lowland Lao, many pre-Buddhist animistic religious beliefs have been incorporated into Theravada Buddhist practice, its followers account about 67% of population. Catholics and Protestants constitute approximately 1.5 percent of the population. Other minority religious groups include those practicing the Bahá'í faith, Islam, Mahayana Buddhism, and Confucianism. A very small number of citizens follow no religion, and vice versa there is no official religion in Laos, although Buddhism the largest religion, impact, and influence on the country's culture. In addition, The Laos constitution, some regulations, and policies guaranteed the citizen’s rights, especially to the respecting of religion as freedom; however under citizens’ obligation to respect the legal of government, e.g. in 2002 Prime Minister issued the Decree on Religious Practice (92/PM).

Buddhism

Buddhism first appeared in Laos (Theravada Buddhism) is believed to have first reached Laos during the 7th - 8th Centuries CE, via the Kingdom of Dvaravati (6th to the 13th centuries). During the 7th Century, tantric Buddhism (scholars give to a style of religious ritual and meditation) was also introduced to Laos from the Kingdom of NanChao (Tai Kingdom). The Nan -chao kingdom also likely introduced the political ideology of the king as defender and protector of Buddhism, an important ideological tie between the monarchy and the Sangha in much of Southeast Asia. During the 11th & 12th Century, Khmer rulers took control of Muang Sua (now Luang Prabang). During this period, Mahayana Buddhism replaced Theravada Buddhism as the dominant religious ideology of the ruling classes. When King Fa Ngum proclaimed Kingdom of LanXang at XiengThong (now Luang Prabang) in 1353, the queen begged King Fa Ngum to let her send her father, King Jayavarman Parameshvara of Angkor for monks, and the Tripitaka (Buddhist scriptures) to XiengThong. As well as, king Jayavarman sent one of his most sacred Buddha figures (from Ceylon Kingdom) which was solid gold, weighed 40 kilograms, and made over than 1,400 years. King Fa Ngum brought his Khmer Theravada teachers with him to act as adviser and head priest of the new kingdom. This Khmer monk named Prasmanh (Sangha or Patriarch) also brought to the kingdom a revered image of the Buddha that became known as the Phra Bang, the namesake of the city of Luang Prabang and the symbol of the Lao kingdom.

After declared Buddhism as the state religion, King Fa Ngum urged citizens to abandon Animism or other beliefs such as the cult of Spirits. The policy meant to develop the Lao culture based on a common faith: Theravada Buddhism.

---

99 Simms, Peter and Sanda (1999), The Kingdom of Laos Six Hundred Years of History, Graet Britain, p. 37.
Buddhism) antedating Buddhism in Laos is an ancient and pervasive animism, a belief that certain spirits or phi with great power over destinies of men is present throughout the material and nonmaterial universe. Despite sporadic attempts at suppression by the government, beginning with King Photisarath’s decree in 1527, the cult of phi is found today in some from everywhere in Laos, even among the highest level of the Buddhist clergy. An indirect contribution to the persistence of the cult was undoubtedly provided by the Siamese war 1826-1828, which resulted in the temporary flight and deportation of many bronzes. The gradual absorption of elements of phi worship into Buddhist practice has continued for hundreds of years, however, creating a situation in modern Laos in which bonzes may participate side by side with village shamans in ceremonies to propitiate or exorcise phi.

Today the Theravada Buddhism is the professed religion and an inherent feature of daily life and casts a strong influence on Lao society; the villages (urban and countryside) or group of villages mostly have at least one temple in their own communities, and these temples are not only places for monks to live, activities and prays, but those are also the main center for social/community, victim’s place and recreational activities such as village meetings, relief, religious ceremonies, school, festivals, and so on.

The Late King, Queen, and Loyalties of Royal Kingdom of Laos offered food to the patriarch

---

Animism or spirit cults

Despite the importance of Buddhism in Laos, but animist beliefs are widespread among all segments of the Lao population. The belief in phi (spirits) colors the relationships of many Lao with nature and community and provides one explanation for illness and disease. Belief in phi is blended with Buddhism, particularly at the village level, and some monks are respected as having particular abilities to exorcise malevolent spirits from a sick person or to keep them out of a house. Many Wat (Temples) have a small spirit hut built in one corner of the grounds that is associated with the phi khoun wat, the beneficent spirit of the monastery.

Phi are ubiquitous and diverse. Some are connected with the universal elements earth, heaven, fire, and water. Many Laotians lowland also believe that they are being protected by khwan (thirty-two spirits). Illness occurs when one or more of these spirits leaves the body; this condition may be reversed by the soukhwan—more commonly called the baci—a ceremony that calls all thirty-two khwan back to bestow health, prosperity, and well-being on the affected participants. Cotton strings are tied around the wrists of the participants to keep the spirits in place. The ceremony is often performed to welcome guests, before and after making long trips, and as a curing ritual or after recovery from an illness; it is also the central ritual in the Laotian lowland wedding ceremony and naming ceremony for newborn children other 20% of people.

Many Lao believe that the khwan of persons who die by accident, violence, or in childbirth are not reincarnated, becoming instead phi phetu (malevolent spirits). Animist believers also fear wild spirits of the forests. Most of Laotian ethnic groups in remote areas are animists, for whom a cult of the ancestors is also important, although each group has different practices and beliefs. Hmong also believe in a variety of spirits (neeb), some associated with the house, some with nature, and some with ancestors. Every house has at least a small altar on one wall, which is the center of any ritual related to the household or its members. Annual ceremonies at Hmong New Year renew the general protection of the household and ancestral spirits. The spirit of the door is important to household well-being and is the object of another annual ceremony and sacrifice. As with other Lao groups, illness is frequently attributed to the action of spirits, and spirit practitioners are called to carry out curing rites. Two classes exist: ordinary practitioners and shamans. Ordinary priests or the household head conduct the household ceremonies and ordinary divinations. The shaman may be called on to engage in significant curing rituals.

Christianity

Christianity was introduced to Indochina by the French, in the course of the 1890s, missionaries of the Missions étrangères de Paris, attached to the mission of Christianity to a Bangkok based Keng-Sadok, on the Mekong River, a few miles from the mouth of the NamXan River. Then the missionaries resumed PakXan District, and then they built a church. In 1928 the Catholic Church was built in Vientiane (Sacre Coeur), Lao Evangelical Church, the Seventh-day Adventist Church, and so on throughout the country, but usually in urban area merely. Vietnamese converts to Christianity migrated to the large cities, and because of this Christianity in Laos is more closely associated with Vietnamese expatriates than with Europeans or indigenous Lao.

In 1641, about 70 years after the completion of Pha That Luang, Vientiane (the first European envoy visited Laos, during the reign of King Souriya Vongsa of Lān Xāng Kingdom) by a
representative of the Dutch East India Company, Gerrit Van Wuysthoff, who was a Protestant businessman who was more interest in making money than in the mores of the Lao\textsuperscript{102}.

There are approximately 45,000 members of the Roman Catholic Church, many of whom are ethnic Vietnamese, concentrated in major urban centers and surrounding areas along the Mekong River in the central and southern regions of the country. The Catholic Church has an established presence in five of the most populous central and southern provinces, and Catholics are able to worship openly. The Catholic Church's activities are more circumscribed in the north. An informal Catholic training center in Thakhek prepared a small number of priests to serve the Catholic community (20%). Approximately 400 Protestant congregations conduct services throughout the country for a community that has grown rapidly in the past decade. Church officials estimate Protestants to number as many as 100,000. Many Protestants are members of ethnic Mon-Khmer groups, especially the Khu in the north and the Brou in the central provinces. Numbers of Protestants also have expanded rapidly in the Hmong and Yao communities. In urban areas, Protestantism has attracted many lowland Lao followers. Most Protestants are concentrated in Vientiane, in the provinces of Vientiane, Xayaboury, Luang Prabang, Xieng Khouang, Bolikhamsai, Savannakhet, Champassak, and Attapeu, etc. throughout the country. The LFNC officially recognizes two Protestant groups - the Lao Evangelical Church and the Seventh-day Adventist Church - and requires all non-Catholic Christian groups to operate under one of these organizations. Seventh-day Adventists number slightly more than 1,000 country-wide, with congregations in Vientiane Municipality as well as Bokeo, Bolikhamsai, Champassak, Luang Prabang, and Xieng Khouang provinces. Christian denominations that have some following in the country, but which are not recognized by the Government, include the Methodists, Jehovah's Witnesses, Church of Christ, Assemblies of God, Lutherans, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormons), and Baptists. Official membership numbers are not available. Laos is a country with persecution of Christians\textsuperscript{103}.

Islam

Muslims are a small ethnic Lao Muslims, and constitute about 0.01% of the population, Muslims are visible in the capital, Vientiane that also has a Jama Masjid\textsuperscript{104}. The Muslim population is mostly engaged in trade and manages meat shops. A small community of Cham Muslims from Cambodia who escaped the Khmer Rouge is also found. Muslims live primarily in urban areas\textsuperscript{105}. While small numbers of Muslim Yunnanese or Chin Haw may be found in the north of the country practices a rather lax form from Sunni Islam: fasting on a day a week during the month of Ramadan, abstaining from pork.

Bahá’í Faith

The Bahá’í Faith in Laos begins after a brief mention by 'Abdu'l-Bahá in 1916\textsuperscript{106} and the first Bahá’í enters Laos in about 1955\textsuperscript{107} The first Bahá’í Local Spiritual Assembly is known to be first

\textsuperscript{105} United States Commission on International Religious Freedom (2009), \textit{Annual Report 2009}, The Commission's Watch List: Laos, USCIRF.
elected by 1958\textsuperscript{108} and eventually Laos’ own National Spiritual Assembly is first elected in 1967\textsuperscript{109}. The current community is approximately eight thousand adherents and four centers: Vientiane, Vientiane Province, Kaysone Phomvihane District, and in Pakxe District, and smaller populations in other provinces\textsuperscript{110}. While well established and able to function as communities in these cities Bahá’ís have a harder time in other provinces and cannot print their own religious materials.

Others

Laos used to be part of the Khmer Empire and has some remaining Hindu temples. Small groups of followers of Confucianism and Taoism practice their beliefs in the larger cities.

Challenges, Barriers

Laos today has perhaps the world’s most serious unexploded ordinance (UXO) problem, and these explosives have become a key part of how land is used and experienced in Laos. When the President Kennedy spoke to the American people in 1961 to prepare them for a possible military entanglement in Laos, he maintained that “Lao is far away […] but the world is small”\textsuperscript{111}. It was this logic of “a small world” that made Laos –formerly viewed as, at most, peripheral to US interests – seem to be “the present key to the entire area of South East Asia”\textsuperscript{112}.

This global outlook sparked what might be termed “topophobia” rather than Tuan’s “topophilia”\textsuperscript{113}. The Lao landscape itself acted as an enemy and became the object of attack. The “hostile weather and terrain in Laos” included monsoonal weather that was cursed by pilots\textsuperscript{114}, precipitous slopes and jungle housing “a variety of dangers”\textsuperscript{115}.

Landmine and Cluster Munitions still be the big problem, and barrier of Lao to achieve the country's obligations under the Convention on Cluster Munitions and the targets set in the 9th Millennium Development Goal within 2015, it still miserable to clearance the cluster bombs, although the UXO Lao program was established in 1996, but many parts of Laos still risks posed by UXO, which severely affect rural populations and limit the availability of arable land, especially in the upland areas in the northern, eastern and southern provinces. It controversial among Lao people who living in the rural areas still found to be affected, and killed less than 100 victims per year particularly the innocence children.


\textsuperscript{111} “The President warns of our peril in Laos: ‘Far away…but world is small’”, Life Magazine, 50, 13, 1961, p. 19.


\textsuperscript{114} Consider for instance the memoirs left by Drury (R. Drury, My Secret War, Aero Publishers Inc., Fallbrook, CA q979). In describing his memories of flying A-1 propeller-driven bombers during the 1960s over Laos, Drury begins with the sentence “insanity! It’s sheer insanity to fly through that weather” (p. 9). He goes on to commit the entire first chapter of his book to a vivid description of a flight through a storm over the south of Laos. He “fought the storm as if my life depended on it” (p. 12) and describes “outwitting the weather” (p. 9), “brawling with the elements” (p. 13), and how even after he landed the wind and chased after him “as if I were being hunted” (p. 14). Later, while attempting to unwind by a hotel pool in Bangkok, he reflected on his experiences: “I had come from a place where every day was drama and violence, the roar of aircraft engines, fighting weather, fighting an enemy” (p. 57, emphasis added).

Massive aerial bombardment against Pathet Lao and NVA forces was carried out by the United States in prevent the collapse of Lao's central government and to prevent the use of the Ho Chi Minh Trail. It has been reported that Laos was hit by an average of one B-52 bombload every eight minutes, 24 hours a day, between 1964 and 1973. U.S. bombers dropped more ordnance on Laos in this period than was dropped during the whole of the World War II. Of the 260 million bombs that rained down, particularly on Xiangkhouang Province on the Plain of Jars, some 80 million failed to explode, leaving a deadly legacy.\textsuperscript{116} Laos is the most heavily bombed country, per capita, in the world. Because it was particularly heavily affected by cluster bombs during this war, Laos was a strong advocate of the Convention on Cluster Munitions to ban the weapons and assist victims, and hosted the First Meeting of States Parties to the convention in November 2010.

Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) which were confirmed in 15 provinces which have been affected severely. In particular, the following 8 provinces have suffered from the most severe UXO contamination.

1. Savannakhet;
2. Saravan;
3. Champasak;
4. Attapeu;
5. Khammuane;
6. Luang Prabang;
7. XiengKhuang; [and]
8. HuaPhanh.

A country-wide survey (1996-1997) on the socio-economic impact of UXO reported that 25% of all villages in the country were contaminated by UXO.

Unexploded ordnance is believed to be one of cause of poverty. Some of the most UXO-contaminated communities are also the poorest in the country. Since the affected areas represent 50% of all agricultural land, the UXO contamination restricts access to agricultural land and production, causing food shortages.

(Source; Study for Poverty Profiles of the Asian Region, JICA, August 2010)

A victim by UXO

Mapping Poverty Rates at the Sub-national Level (source; Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative “OPHI” http://ophi.org.uk)
Map of the incidence of poverty ($P_o$) of each district
Sources: Swiss National Centre of Competence in Research (2008)
Poverty spots
Conclusion

Laos, the land of plenty of natural resources, landscape mostly is characterized by precipitous mountains; long, fertile floodplains, and lastly, high plateaus more than 70% of the land. The mountains are found all throughout Laos, but are mainly in the northern part of the country as are three main plateaus which are found in the north, central and southern sections of the country with living density higher than inhabited in highland areas.

Laos is a poor country in the region, and many people still living in the suffering condition, which mostly in the rural areas, due to many factors since beginning the history of Lao ancestors, with the barriers from the geography landlocked, civil wars, war with foreign powers (Laos has been under the thumb of its neighbors), lack of budgets, human resources, technologies, experiences, and other factors. The subsequently were that causes Laos has experienced great difficulty in establishing a national identity, and achieve development likes other countries.

Laos is sovereignty-state, an area covers of 236,800 km² and contains a population a little in the region, but there are 49 distinct ethnic groups, plenty of costumes, cultures, and traditions. Theravada Buddhism is by far the most prominent organized religion in the country for large scale of citizens, and multi-ethnic groups, who were followers. Although it is not easy to be precise about the early of history of any race (origins, early movements, and way of life) which were lost in the mists of time, and also wars.

Each of Lao governments, since ancient time up to the present also devotes the great values on efforts to consolidate its authority also continues to influence developments throughout the country, especially after 1975 with the change in government regime the political platform, reform in administration from grassroots to the central level for secures the necessaries for the development projects, programs, or frameworks and internationals.

There are many challenges facing to Laos in the near future, anyway Laos still little-known hinterland of the world, since the new government starts the open-door policy to the international community to accept knowledge, comments, and recommendations from other countries to transform Laos from the poorest members countries, be free from the arduous struggles, and development country in the future with the real peace (neither in papers, nore words), compromise, and coherence.
### Abbreviation and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACMECS</td>
<td>Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya-Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>Asian Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFTA</td>
<td>ASEAN Free Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEM</td>
<td>Asia-Europe Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEP</td>
<td>Asia-Europe Parliamentary Partnership Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATF</td>
<td>ASEAN Tourism Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLV</td>
<td>Cambodia, Lao, and Vietnam on Development Triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLMV</td>
<td>Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWC</td>
<td>East-West Corridor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>Global Human Development Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMS</td>
<td>Greater Mekong Sub-region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTZ</td>
<td>German Technical Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection /Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>International Financial Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INGO</td>
<td>International Non Government Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFNC</td>
<td>Lao Front for National Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao PDR</td>
<td>Lao People’s Democratic Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDCs</td>
<td>Least Developed Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDCs</td>
<td>Landlocked Developing Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDCs</td>
<td>Asia, Europe Landlocked Countries (Euro-Asian LLCs), Least Developed Countries (LDCs), and Landlocked Developing Countries (LDCs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPRP</td>
<td>Lao People’s Revolutionary Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC</td>
<td>Mekong River Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEM</td>
<td>New Economic Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMF</td>
<td>New Economic Mechanism Formalizes Reforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMS</td>
<td>New Economic Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLHS</td>
<td>Neo Lao Hak Sat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPCC</td>
<td>National Political Consultative Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSED</td>
<td>Socio-Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSEDP</td>
<td>Socio-economic Development Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEP</td>
<td>New Economic Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGPES</td>
<td>National Growth and Poverty Reduction Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDGs</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non Government Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPCC</td>
<td>National Political Consultative Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPCC</td>
<td>National Political Consultative Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGNU</td>
<td>Provisional Government of National Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTM</td>
<td>Round Table Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEZ</td>
<td>Special Economic Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Supreme People’s Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>Sexually Transmitted Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations for Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Union of Soviet Socialist Republics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UXO</td>
<td>Unexploded Ordinance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>Value-added tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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